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Conigenda

for'Richa¡d \ryhitgift' read 'John tilhitgift'.
the page reference to footnote 64 is 'p. 149'.
the page reference to footnote 7l is 'p. 254'.\
for'no mention of Arminianism.' read " no mention of
'Arminianism'. "
the London petition rit.d ir the 'root and branch petition of
December 1640.

for 'Andrew Leighton' read 'Alexander Leighton'
For 'yet will boldly perking up' read 'yet will be boldly perking
up'
for'disappea¡' read'disappears'
for 'Job Pocklington' read lJohn Pocklington'
for 'Graunt' read 'Grant'
Replace the words 'Presumably Haywood's Honourable Lady was
Lady Rous who is mentioned' with the words 'William Haywood
enjoyed the support of his Tlonourable Lady' and the work of
Lady Rous was acknowledged'. l.
delete 'John Donne'
for'Finchingford' read'Finchingfield'
for 'Davenport' read 'Davenant'
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p. 180.

p.182
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p.203

p.229
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the position which the laity had secured in society since the Reformation. Importantly,

the 'visible' aspect of English A¡minianism points to an appraisal of the subject which

incorporates not only what individuals thought but also what actions they undertook

and what relationships they entered into.146

14ó psþ¡ Lake, 'serving God and the Times: The Calvinist Conformity of Robert Sanderson', p. I16.
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At first glance Christ's Collegeztz appears to have been something of a radical

departure from both Trinity and St. John's. At the head of an alphabetical list of clergy

who were educated there are Samuel Baker, William Bray, and William Brough, three

of the most ardent and controversial English Arminians in this sample. Further down

the list we find Robert Pory who was sequestered for A¡minianism2l3 and John Hill,

chaplain to Valentine Carey, Bishop of Exeter and Master of Christ's College. But this

turnout of English Arminian clergy is illusory to a degree, as Baker and Bray are

known to have been inclined to puritanism in the early stages of their careers.2l4 It also

belies the strong Calvinist/puritan tradition at Christ's which was dominant up until

1609 when Valentine Carey became \z{¿51s¡.21s His reputation as an opponent of

Calvinism was sufficient to inspire William Ward's well-known lament upon the

occasion of Carey's election: 'Woe is me for Christ's College. Now is one imposed

upon who will be the utter ruin and destruction of that Qellsca'216

The advent of Carey arguably created an ideological chasm among the clergy who

attended Çf is¡'s.217. Those who are noted for their adherence to Calvinist or even

puritan ideas all spent the greater part of their time there before Carey's mastership.

Men known to be part of this earlier era of Ch¡ist's College were John Downame,

212^l¡s Christ's College matriculants were Samuel Baker, 1612; William Bray, 1613; William
Brough, 1613; Robert Chestlin, Elias Crabt¡ee, 1609; Robert Dillingham, 1585; John Downame,
1589; George Eccop, 1623; Michael Gardiner, 1569; Robert Gell, 1615; William Hall, 1628; John

Hill, 1605; Jeremiah Leech, 1598; Robert Pory, 1625; Samuel Proctor 1575; Nehemiah Shute, c.1600;

James Speight, 1593; Thomas Tuke, 1560; Henry Vertue, 1608; Richa¡d Watson, 1594.
213 Walker Revised. p. 55.
214 See DNB Vol. l, p. 937 and Vol. II, p. 1149.
215 The impact of Carey in undermining the puritanism of Christ's is covered in Stephen A. Bondos-
Creene, 'The End of an Era: Cambridge Puritanism and the Christ's College Election of 1609', The
Historical Journal,25, L (L982). pp. 197-208.
216 ¡4. M. Knappen (ed.), Two Elizabethan Puritan Diaries, Massachusetts, 1960, p. 130-13 t.
217 purt¡s¡ examples of Arminian encroachment in Cambridge are described in a communication by
David Hoyle, 'A Commons Investigation of Arminianism and Popery in Cambridge on the Eve of the

Civil War', The Historical Journal,29,2 (1986) p. aD-25. The author describes the events

uncovered âs, 'an account of the collapse of the religious consensus in Cambridge', (p. 424) to some

extc¡rt the innovation and opinions uncovered extended beyond English Arminianism to, 'popery '.
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James Speight, and Richa¡d $y'¿¡5s¡.2t8 Robert Gell matriculated in 1615 and

eventually embraced astrology and Familism.2le The English Arminians who attended

Christ's College were generally younger than their Calvinist fellows, and consequently

came under the regime of Valentine Carey. Robert Pory, was the youngest and was

awarded a Bachelor of Divinity in 1639. Despite their early puritan interests Samuel

Baker, William Bray, and William Brough had all turned to English Arminianism long

before they took their final degrees. John Hill matriculated in 1605 but was at Christ's

till 1612 and at some stage thereafter he became Carey's chaplain. Thomas Tuke, who

graduated as an MA in 1603 predates Carey's Mastership. He was later sequestered

for ceremonialism and not observing the Sabbath in his London parish of St Olave

Jewry, but his published works show that he was clearly an advocate of predestination

to both election and reprob v¡isn.220

It is difücult to identify any significant trends emerging from the populations of other

colleges. This is largely because the sample is spread so thinly across a relatively large

number of institutions, making only tentative observations possible. At Oxford three

colleges, in addition to St. John's and Christ Church, exceeded the average attendance

for this sample. Magdalen }Jall (t¡zzr included one known puritan, William Hubbock,

as well as John Vy'arner an English A¡minian bishop, and Joseph Henshaw who was

218 ¡o6n Downame and James Speight are well known as authors of,'puritan'works of theology,

exposition and devotion. Downame was the puritan rector of All Hallows the Great from 1630 to

1652, and lecturer at St Bartholomew Exchange under the sponsorship of the Haberdashers' Company

D.M. Whitney, 'London Puritanism: The Haberdashers Company', Church History (32), 1963. James

Speight, rector of St Mary Magdalene Milk Street (1592-163'1) and St Clement Eastcheap (16Il-
1637) was one of the older members of the London clergy in this sample. He was undoubtedly a

Calvinist but no less 'conformable to the ordinances of the Church of God in England' for it. Some

comments on published works of Down¿rme and Speight are made in Chapter 5. Richard Watson, was

vica¡ of the puritan parishes of St Stephen Coleman Strcet 1609-1618 and St Mary Aldermary 1618-

1638.
219 ç"¡¡¡ Thomas Relieion and the Decline of Maqic, Harmondsworth, 1973, p. 448.
220 Walker Revised. p. 60. See Chapter Five below for a discussion of Tuke's published views.
221 James Batty, Thomas Fox, Joseph Henshaw, Thomas Horne, Thomas Thrall, John Warner,

William Wimpew. Philip Nye, the Independent, entered Brasenose College as a Commoner in July

t6l5 ¿nd moved to Magdalen Hall in 1616.
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March 1643 for A¡minianism, ceremonialism, opposition to preaching, malignancy to

Parliament and pluralism.233 In addition to the six matriculants Lewis Hughes migrated

to Pembroke from All Souls College. He took an MA while at Pembroke in 1625, and

by ),640 had published two works of a recognisably Presbyterian character.234 Another

was Walter Balcanqual who entered the college in 1618 after completing an MA at

Edinburgh University, He remained attached to episcopacy despite his theological

opposition to Arminianism.235

Of the three men who entered Peterhouse as matriculants all had left before Matthew

Wren's arrival. The first of them, Richard Cheshire, was harassed and forced to leave

his living by Isaac Pennington, but otherwise remains a virtual unloown.236 Thomas

Soame (MA 1611) seems to have at least acquiesced to the English Arminian altar

policy, it being said of him that among other things he 'often times made a leg to the

Altar after the Sacrams¡¡¡t.231 Finally, Thomas Raiment (matriculated 1599) was one of

the early advocates of the definitive symbol of the English Arminians the altar-wise

communion table, which he installed in his Hertfordshire parish of Ashwell after his

appointment there in L624.238 In this sample Peterhouse is one of the few colleges

which experienced a net gain through migration from other colleges; specifically Jesus,

Pembroke, and Magdalene at Cambridge and Oriel College, Oxford. In the first two

cases the men involved were Luke Proctor and George Moore. Both left before the

advent of Wren with no trace of any inclination toward English Arminianism. Calybute

Downing, the vicar of Hackney, was a prominent puritan in the 1640s but of more

orthodox views in the 1630s, He left Oriel College after the award of BA in L626.

233 Walkcr Rcviscd, p. 48.
234 Hut¡ss' published works are discussed in Chapter Five.
235 5.. Chapter Five below.
236 Walker Revised, p. 44.
237 Walker Revised , p. 262. Soame was made Doctor of Divinity in 162'7 possibly after moving to
Oxford.
238 Anti-Calvinists. p. 199.
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Chapter Four:

CLERICAL CAREERS

The individual careers of the London and Middlesex clergy were diverse and are

subject to few generalisations. Within their ranks were men such as IVilliam Mainstone

who passed more than fifty years of his life in a single rural parish that provided him

with a yearly revenue of no more than f45. At the other extreme ìù/as Samuel Baker

whose preferment and ofüces included: the rectories of St. Margaret Pattens, of St

Christopher le Stocks, St Mary at Hill, South Weald, Essex plus the posts of household

chaplain to Bishop Juxon, prebend of St Paul's, canon of St. Paul's, canon of Windsor,

canon of Canterbury and Licenser for the Press. The total value of Baker's benefits is

unknown, but the value of his three London benefices in L637, when they were all held

together, was 1288.1ls. The difference between Mainstone and Baker has not simply

to do with the number, type or value of their ofüces. There are more fundamental

factors such as education and the level of patronage that each man was able to attract.

Mainstone had no university experience at all and secured the vicarage of Hampton

from a local gentleman in the early years of James I. Some twenty years later it was as

a Doctor of Divinity, with the support of Laud and Juxon, that Baker was able to

obtain such a high level of preferment. Undoubtedly it was the value of Mainstone and

Baker as clients and the relative influence of their patrons that did so much to

determine the outcome of their careers. The differences between the two open up a

number of questions about the ways in which clerical careers developed and the forces

that influenced them.

Whatever university training meant in terms of conditioning the religious outlook of

individuals, it is clear that it was a protracted experience often extending into and
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running concurrently with parochial responsibilities. It was not unusual for a graduate

in his mid-twenties to wait until his mid-thirties before he obtained his own livng.z+z

In the case of the London and Middlesex clergy, this may have been all the longer

because of the large proportion of men with higher degrees. The average length of

time taken to complete successive degrees is given in Table 8. On either side of the

averages, the range in years taken to complete the various degrees was quite long. For

the MA degree Thomas Thrall is recorded as having taken only two years and John

Weston three years, while George Eccop took as long as fourteen years. However, the

majority of results clustered around the average with twenty-five men taking 6 years,

forty-nine taking 7 years and a further twenty-nine taking 8 years to reach the MA.

For those proceeding to the BD the shortest term was eleven years and the longest was

twenty-six. Where four degrees were taken the shortest period from matriculation to

Doctor of Divinity was fifteen years, Sampson Price (1602-17), and the longest period

was thirty-four years for Thomas Horne (T59T-1625), Richard Watson (1594-1628)

and Henry Rainsford (1596-1630). The most frequently occurring terms taken to

complete the respective sequence of degrees were seven years for the BA/\445

fourteen years for the BA/lvfA/BD and twenty-five years to reach Doctor of Divinity.

Table 8:

Completion of degrees by yeârs taken

Degree Number of
degrees held244

Average years to

Complete245

BA
MA
BD
DD

149

148

65

52

3.7
'7.2

16.2

23.2

2a3 Marguet Stieg, 'Some Economic Aspects of Parochial Churches in the Diocese of Bath & Wells in
the Seventecnth Cenhrry', Alþþ4 Vol. 3, No. 4, 1912,p219.
2aa 1¡¡r figure represent the total numbcr of men in each class of degree for whom the total number of
years taken to complete the last degree can be asserted without ditrrculty.
245 1¡¡r figrre is dcrived by simply summing total number of years taken by the candidates to reach

the hnal degrce and dividing by the number of candidates in the corresponding degree class to give a
mean average figure for the complction of the stated degree from the date of matriculation.
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For these men residence was not a requirement for their higher studies consequently

they were able to pursue ordination and their clerical careers. The evidence of their

undertaking some form of apprenticeship is often seen in an extended interval between

the last degree taken in-residence and the higher degree. For instance, Brian Walton

was made MA in 1623 and ordained in the same year. He obtained some clerical and

educational work in Suffolk where he married. He then became assistant to the puritan

Richard Stock at All Hallows Bread Street before he was presented to St. Martin

Orgar in1628. He became a Doctor of Divinity in 1639. As illustrated in Walton's

case the inevitable break in the progress from University to parish occurs almost

always following the award of the MA degree. In a few instances there is a pause

between the BA & \/U\2s2 and between the BD &. DD,zst but in the majority of cases

the interval between these two pairs of awards was the same as, or very close to the

minimum required period set by the universities, four years in the case of the former

and seven years in the case ofthe latter.

For the majority of clergy in this sample there is evidence at least that their progress

from university to parish was interrupted, either through extended intervals between

degrees or through a pause between the date of their last degree and their first

benefrce. The term over which this ran varied between two years and in excess of

twenty years. For those beneficed after their last degree the average for the term

passed between the last degree and first benefice is 6.3 years. For those beneficed

before their last degree the only indicator of a gap between university and parish

responsibilities is the number of years between the year in which the degree held, when

252 ¡ou¡ men fall into this group :Samuel Cheney , James Chibbald,Thomas Gouge, and John

Taverner all entered their lirst living with a BA only , though all did subsequently become MA's.
253 ¡¡ ¡1¡5 category were John Childerley , Daniel Featley, William Gouge , Henry Roberts , John

Warner, Richard Watson , and Thomas Worral
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of the Archbishop of Canterbury fell vacant during Laud's archiepiscopal reign. Laud's

nephew, Edward Layfield, obtained All Hallows Barking in 1634. William Quelch,

already holder of two rural livings, was appointed to St Benet Gracechurch in 1637

after exchanging one of his rural livings with Edward Layfield. The parishioners of St.

Benet Gracechurch were later to recall that the appointment of the English Arminian

Quelch under the patronage of Laud had frustrated their attempts to 'procure a godly

¡n¿¡1t.272

In 1628 there were somewhere in the vicinity of twenty-four clergy beneficed in

London who could be considered puritans.273 While individuals came and left London

this group remained more or less constant in size throughout the 1630s. About 35

puritan clergy held some benefice in London during the 1630s. Twenty were

appointed prior to 1628, sixteen between 1611 and 1621, the period of John King's

episcopacy, and four under George Mountain. King and Mountain appear to have

made little ef[ort to eliminate non-conformity during their respective terms as Bishop

of London.274 Even more interesting perhaps is the fact that 21 puritan clergy moved

into London parishes in the years between 1628 and 1640. During Laud's episcopacy

at least seven puritan clergy were beneficed in London with another three who found

parishes in 1628 that may have just predated his appointorcrft.21í A further 9 puritans

found livings in London during 1633 to 1640 when William Juxon was Bishop.zz6

aligned with aspects of English Arminianism, but he is diffrcult to categorise. He might more
correctþ be regarded as an Episcopalian and a Royalist.
272 'Httmble Petition of Diverse of the Parishioners of St Benet Gracechurch in London', House of
Lords Main Papers, 23 December 1641.
273 5"" Appendix B for a list of the best known puritan clergy. The selection of these clergy as

puritan is not based on any definitive or even coÍrmon beliefs. It is intended to be descriptive of their
r¡iews. No attempt has been made to deal with lecturers, however some of the conclusions reached by
Paul Seaver have been used for comparison.
274 g.g. Kalu, 'Continuity in Change...', op. cit., pp 28-46.
275 1¡sss beneficed during Laud's episcopary were John Downame (All Hallows the Great, 1630),

John Tribiche (All Hallows the Less, 1632), Philip Nye (All Hallows Staining, 1629), William Prince
(St Anne Blacldriars, 1631), John Stoughton (St Mary Aldermanbury,1632), John Goodwin (St

Sepulchre, 's). In addition John Lawson (All Hallows Bread St), William Gouge (St Anne
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However attempting to secure a revised lower figure is problematic. The reason for

this is that 40%o of total sample had their incumbency cut short by sequestration or

were otherwise deprived during the 1640s. Table 12 shows the causes that led to

clergy leaving their primarJ parish.zst

Table 12:

Reasons for Clergy leaving Primary Parishes 1620-1645282

Reason Number % Total
Sequestration

Forced out284

Death
Resigned

Deprived2S5

Ejected2so

Unknown
Total

95283

L2

64

46

2

2

26

237

38

5

26

18

I
I

l1
100

If the figures for those sequestered, forced out, or deprived of their livings are

combined then close to 45Yo of the total number of clergy in this sample left their

primary parishes in circumstances that could not be regarded as normal i.e. resignation,

promotion, or death of the incumbent.

281 1¡", 'primary parish is the parish in London or Middlesex by virtue of which an individual is
incorporated into this study.
282 T¡" subject of this table is the individual rather than parish. It includes only the primary parish
for each of the clergy studied here, but not pluralities whether in London and Middlesex or elsewhere.
Clergy who were sequestered from two livings have not been counted twice (Matthew Bennet,
William Fairfax, Matthew Grifnth, lVilliam Launce, Luke Proctor, Matthew Styles and Benjamin
Stone). Similarly, those who died in possession of two livings (John Macarness resigned two livings
have been counted only once. The inclusion of second livings or previous livings is not significant
enough to alter the overall proportions.
283 1¡¡t figure is made up from 85 clergy who were sequestered from one living. It does not include
the parish curates and also omits a small number of men who were appointed after 1642 (John
Hansley, Richard Carpenter, John Tireman) and so are outside the scope of this study.
284 Represents those forced to leave their livings as a result of parish hostility or who were
imprisoned, but not formally sequestered. Clergy forced out of more than one living are counted only
once.
285 Deprived represents those clergy who were removed from their parish by Arminian authorities -
Henry Burton and Josias Symons
286 ejected post-restoration.
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Over one-quarter of clergy forced from their livings or sequestered were English

fu'minians.287 Taken as a group they show a significantly shorter tenure in their

primary living than do other clergy. The average term for English Arminian clergy was

I2.3 years with a range from2 years to 38 years. Half of the English Arminian clergy

held their benefice for t0 years or less. The average for the remaining clergy was 17.8

years with a range from l-51 years, 35o/o of other clergy held their living for l0 years

or less.

Pluralism

Pluralism undoubtedly stands out as one of the early Stuart Church's most difficult

dilemmas. To its critics the practice was responsible for some parishes being left

without an incumbent minister; and only a poorly paid and often poorly qualified

curate, while the greater part of the profits of the parish \ /ent to an absentee. To

reform such an abuse was the avowed aim of any number of Bishops and other

interested parties. In practice the distribution of pluralities was an extremely useful

means of rewarding chaplains and other functionaries, or, as the more principled might

have expressed it, of providing a suitable maintenance for learned orthodox clergy.2aa

Pluralism was a widespread phenomenon. Although it could never sit comfortably

with the highest ideals of a reformed church it was so entrenched in the practice of the

Church of England that arguments justifying the practice and rules seeking to regulate

287 ¡q¡r Weston, Thomas Turner, William Quelch, Samuel Baker, William Fuller, Robert Pory, Brian
Walton, Thomas Brown, John Gifford, William Brough, Edward Layfield, Thomas Swadlin, George

Palmer, Bcnjamin Stone, Jonathon Brown, Richard Maden, Thomas Crane, Abraham Colfe, Jonas

Cook, William Graunt, William Haywood, Edmund Reeve, John Squire, William Watts. In addition
Roger Mainwarring and William Bray found it prudent to resign their respective livings to escape

unwanted attention. The former for his writings and the latter for his licensing of books.
288 Arguments in favour of pluralism asscmbled by Archbishop Whitgift are presented in R M.
Haines, 'Some Arguments in favour of Plurality in the Elizabethan Church', Studies in Church

History, 5, Leiden, I969 and Economic Problems Cltp. X.
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it had been developed from early Elizabethan times.28e Though the intention was to

admit as pluralists 'such only as shall be thought very well worthy for his learning and

very able and sufücient to discharge his duties' in reality this sort of general description

made for broad parameters. According to the Canons of 1605 there were five

requirements to be met before a man could lawfully hold more than one benefice. The

candidate should be an MA or higher and be licensed to preach. The two benefices

were to be not more than 30 miles apart, and the pluralist was 'to make his personal

residence for some reasonable time every year' in each benefice. Finally a lawfully

licensed preacher was to be allowed into the benefice where the pluralist did not

principally reside.2eo

The exact extent of pluralism throughout the church is probably beyond precise

calculation, but one estimate by Mark Curtis suggests a ratio of 1500 pluralists for a

total of 10,500 career openings throughout England and Wales.zer Ian Green suggests

a range of 2,500-3,000 pluralists to 12,500-13,500 openings.2ez In a simpler form

these figures suggest that the proportion of pluralists in the earþ Stuart Church ranged

from one man in seven (Curtis) to as high as one man in five or more (Green).zo: 1'n"

actual context from which these two sets of figures were obtained is not in itself

important except in so far as it provides a point of reference for investigating the extent

of pluralism among the London and Middlesex clergy. On this point it should be noted

that the above figures apply to the total number of career openings available within the

church (cathedral and university posts, rectories, vicarages, perpetual curacies and

chapels, endowed chaplaincies and lectureships ) as well as several hundred less regular

289 P. ¡4. Haines, op. cit.,
290 ¡.p. Kenyon, The Stuart Constitution, Cambridge, 1966,p.I40.
291 ¡4¿¡¡ H Curtis, 'The Alienated Intellectuals of Early Stuart England', Past & Present, No. 23,

1962.
292 latt Green, 'Career prospects and Clerical conformity in the Early Stuart Church', op. cit.,
293 ¡alr, Green 's highest possible ratio would be 1:4.5 calculated on 3,000 pluralists for 13,500 places

in the church.
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Balcanqual's appointments can be related to the patronage he received from George

Abbot. In the case of Michael Jermin, who held two distant parishes (St Martin

Ludgate and Edburton, Sussex) for nineteen years, and who \¡/as never anything more

than a moderate in terms of religion, the critical influence may have been royal favour,

since he had served as royal chaplain to both Prince Charles and to Princess Elizabeth.

The only other mitigating factor which might further explain appointments of this

nature is that of local influence, which may have been responsible for Jonathon Brown,

Thomas Burton, Joseph Henshaw, John Warner, and William Watts being able to

obtain plural livings in their home counties.

Only two men failed to meet the requirement that pluralists should hold at least an MA.

These were Abraham Colfe and Emmanuel Hodges. Both men held a BA from

Oxford, as alumni of Christ Church (1599) and AII Souls College (1602) respectively.

They were somewhat older than other clergy in this sample, Colfe having been born in

1580 and Hodges in 1582. Colfe was aligned with the English Arminians and held the

parishes of St Leonard Eastcheap, London and Lewisham, Kent, in tandem from 1610,

Although, these appointments occurred well before he might reasonably have secured

any effective sort of patronage from the nascent English A¡minian party. The patron of

the latter parish is not known but the former was in the gift of the Dean and Chapter of

Canterbury. However, despite his limited qualification he held both livings for

something of a record term of 36 years until he was sequestered in 1,646. Hodges

came to the adjacent Middlesex parishes of West Drayton (1624) and Harmondsworth

(1628) after having spent eighteen years as vicar of Chertsey in Surrey, his patron was

in both cases William Lord Pagitt. He remained in possession of both livings until well

into the Interregnum, when he died at some time after 1650.
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If there is any significance in the fact that Colfe and Hodges were able to secure

second benefices for themselves while clearly ineligible it is entirely overshadowed by

the compliance of every other man with the minimal requirement of the MA. Of the 77

pluralists in this sample a clear majority of 53 exceeded this limitation. Twelve

pluralists had the Bachelor of Divinity as their highest degree and forfy-one were

Doctors of Divinity, one other was a Doctor of Law. This level of educational

attainment clearly distinguishes the pluralist clergy from the larger sample. Among the

latter the MA was the highest degree achieved for about 42o/o of clergy, but it was the

highest degree held for only 29Yo of pluralists. This sharp decline is matched by a

sharp increase in the distribution of higher degrees from a level of just over 3OYo îor

the whole sample to 70o/o for the pluralist clergy. In other words, the pluralist clergy

represent only one-third of the total sample considered, but they held more than half of

the higher degrees awarded to the London and Middlesex clergy. By some reason men

of limited achievement, such as Colfe and Hodges, could still become pluralists, but all

questions of patronage and ideological qualifications aside, the trend was for plural

benefices to fall to those with higher degrees.

Pluralism could be regarded to some extent as the preserve of a clerical elite at least in

terms of education. But in the strict sense of possessing only an additional parish

living pluralists are not sharply differentiated from other clergy. Nor is there any

significant correlation between pluralism in this limited sense and English Arminianism.

Of the 77 pluralists only 29 were pluralists by virtue of holding a second benefice

only.3oz The remainder belong to a much more significant group of clergy who were in

302 1¡" double-benefìced clergy were: William Bedwell; Matthew Bennet; Thomas Berisford;

Nicholas Bradshaw; Thomas Burton; Richard Chambers; Richard Cheshire; Andrew Cla¡e; Abraham

Colfe; Stephen Denison; John Elborow; Michael Gardiner; John Gifford; Emmanuel Hodges; Thomas

Horne; William Isaacson; Andrew Janeway; John Johnson; John Macarness; Edward Ma¡bury;

Richard Owen; Luke Proctor; William Quclch; James Speight; Humphrey Tabor; William Walker;

Richard Walmslcy; Richard Worme; Thomas Wonal.
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possession of higher ofüces within the church and who were linked much more closely

to English Arminianism.

There is virtually nothing in the careers of the 29 double-beneficed clergy to distinguish

them from the bulk of single-beneficed men. Their pattern of university degrees does

not depart radically from that previously established. There is only limited evidence of

strong partisan views among them. Eleven of the men in the sample died before the

Long Parliament and are relatively obscure,3o3 14 of the remainder were sequestered or

removed from their parishes and are more accessible.3o4 The proportion of English

Arminians in this group is lower than the proportion in the whole sample of clergy

s¡udisd.3os Puritan clergy are also not common among the pluralist clergy. Thomas

Berisford was vicar of the puritan parish St. Sepulcke's Holborn (1614-1638) and also

held Loughton in Essex from (1609-1638). Cornelius Burgess held St. Magnus Martyr

(1626-4L) and Watford (1618-45). Stephen Denison a well known puritan preacher in

London could also be included but only since he held the curacies of St. Katherine

Cree (1616-1636) and St James Duke's Place (1622-1626) for a brief overlap of four

years. Another Puritan, Andrew Janeway, has been included but only because he held

All Hallows London Wall with Tiltey in Essex from 1593 till 1598.

On the basis of evidence available the most prudent course tends to the conclusion

that, on the whole, this particular group of clergy adhered to neither English

303 1yi¡1¡o* Bedwell; Thomas Berisford; Michael Gardincr; Thomas Horne; Andrew Janeway; John

Macarness; James Speight; John Taverner; William Walker; Richard Worme; Thomas Worral
304 Matthew Bennet; Nicholas Bradshaw; Richard Chambers; Richard Cheshire; Andrew Cla¡e;
Abraham Colfe; John Grant; William Isincson; Edward Marbury; Richa¡d Owen; Luke Proctor;
William Quetch; Humphrey Tabor; Richard Walmsley. Of the four unaccounted for Stephen Denison
and John Elborow left their parishes during the 1630s, Emmanuel Hodges (St Martin West Drayton)
dicd in 1650, John Johnson appears to have survived the Interregnum and been deprived in 1666.
305 No more than three of this group could be described as Arminian ( William Quelch, John

Elborow, and Abraham Colfe). This gives a proportion of l0% compared to the overall proportion of
l7Y" for the whole sample.
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Michael Jermin appears to have been the only man in this group sequestered for

pluralism.308 Richard Cheshire was molested and chased from both St. Nicholas Olave

and Heston largely as the result of a vendetta waged by Isaac Pennington. But, the

fact that he was not entirely unregenerate is evident in his removal from London and

Middlesex to Wiltshire, under an order from the House of Lords for the protection of

his goods and servants, where he was installed as rector of Dauntsey apparently until

his death in 1660.30e Four clergy were ejected from their livings without any reason

being given.¡to The rest were ejected on grounds that bore little resemblance to

English Arminianism. Nicholas Bradshaw was effectively retired from St Mldred

Bread Street as he rwas seventy years old when the order for his sequestration was

made. However he did manage to retain his rectory of Ockham, Surrey until his death

in 1648.311 Ralph Cook was likewise left in possession of a rural parish when he

agreed to the sequestration of his London parish.stz John Johnson lost one of his

livings in the course of a dispute with the parish of Wapping over possession of the

parish rate books.3l3 Although he was actually imprisoned for a brief term he may still

have retained possession of Stepney where, according to Newcourt, he was rector until

1668. John Grant was harassed and assaulted at the pulpit of St Bartholomew

Exchange and later left the parish prior to being formally proceeded against.314

Four men were ejected for political activities. The well known Royalist pamphleteer

Bruno Reeves was sequestered for his absence with the royal army. Andrew Clare,

rector of Ickenham, Middlesex and of Walton-on-Hill, Lancashire, was sequestered

from the latter early in 1645 for deserting his cure and joining the royal forces. He did

308 Walker Revised. p. 52.
309 Walker Revised, p. 44.
310 ¡4¿11[¡sw Bennet, Edward Marbury, Luke Proctor and Richard Walmsley
3l l Walker Revised, p. 42.
¡t2 ibid., p. 4s.
313 ibid., p. 52.
3la ¡s¡n Grant, God's Deliverance of Man bv Praver,1642.
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that English Arminianism was not a movement which had its basis in the ordinary

parish clergy of London and Middlesex. This does not mean that the majority of parish

clergy were anti-Arminian but only that they were not actively engaged, or seen to be

engaged, in the struggles for the implementation of English Arminian reforms. Many

were undoubtedly prepared to countenance these alterations to the church as the high

degree of conformity discovered in London and Middlesex during the visitation of

1637 testifies. But to conform to change is not the same as to promulgate it actively,

and, in general, the militant face of English Arminianism appears to have had little

connection with the ordinary parish clergy.

The Higher Clergy

In addition to their parochial holdings the London and Middlesex clergy also held a

number of higher offices. These consisted primarily of cathedral appointments,

chaplaincies, and diocesan offices. Seventy-five men held positions of this kind and,

significantly, more than half of these positions were concentrated into the hands of the

pluralist parish clergy, who represent only one-third of the total sample. Forty-eight of

the men who held a parish living in plural also held a higher ofüce. Taking together all

237 c\ergy in this study the distribution of their offìces is as follows:

Table 14:

Distribution of Ofäces Held by all Clergy

Single-beneficed Pluralists

l3l

Double
beneficed

Higher
office

Both

30 27 48

106

These figures are a truer representation of the degree of pluralism among the clergy in

this sample than that based on parish livings only. They do not include positions such
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as lectureships which are difücult to measure because so many were short term. In

view of this it would not be out of the question to suggest that the degree of pluralism

among the clergy studied here could marginally exceed a ratio of l:2. Although a

significant proportion of higher ofüces were concentrated in a relatively few

individuals.

As far as can be calculated the number and type of ofüces held by the pluralist clergy

throughout the period from c.L620-42 would include: Il7 parish livings, 11

Bishoprics, 84 cathedral posts (29 canondes, 33 prebendaries, 15 deaneries, 5

chancellorships, and 2 precentorships) 18 other administrative functions (14

Archdeaconries, 2 Archiepiscopal secretaries),3le 49 chaplaincies (19 royal, 9

episcopal, 6 archiepiscopal and 15 others) and 9 educational appointments excluding

those of college fellow.

Positions such as these inevitably brought clergy into close contact with the centres of

ecclesiastical power and politics. At a time when position depended upon patronage,

such places in the church were often made available to those who were party to a

patron's goals and outlook, whether that patron be George Abbot, William Laud, or

some other. To secure patronage at this level meant obligations as well as rewards.

Consequently, in the confines of the cathedral chapter, as with the university college,

the spread of English Arminianism within the church is more evident here than among

the parish clergy generally.

Of the seventy-five men who held some higher office thirty-one were English

Arminians, with at least three others John Hill, chaplain to Valentine Carey, Gilbert

319 tr1 least 20 clergy also acted as Licensers for the Press for varying periods these have not been
included here but are discussed in Chapter 5
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exception which proves the rule since he had to wait until 1642 before he was

appointed..

Three university colleges are over-represented in the number of their graduates who

possessed higher ofüces. Two of these, St. John's College (6¡sz+ and Christ's College,

Cambridge (7) are only marginally so. Among the St. John's graduates there were two

men who were to secure bishoprics during the 1630s: David Daulben, Bishop of

Bangor from 163l until his death in 1633, also prebend of St. Asaph, 1625; and

Francis Dee, Chancellor of Salisbury,1619, before becoming both dean of Chichester,

and Bishop of Peterborough tn 1634. There is nothing to link Daulben with the

English Arminians; he was ordained and consecrated by George Abbot.325 Francis

Dee, on the other hand, is well known as an advocate of the altar and of Confession.326

Of the remainder, William Fairfax who migrated from Trinity College and was later to

be Dean of Zion College is more notorious for his moral profligacy than for his

theological stance through John White's The First Century of Scandalous. Malignant

Priests.327 But, Fairfax also refused communion to all who would not accept at the

rails and resisted attempts by parishioners to establish a weekday lectureship. Another

well-endowed St. John's graduate was Richard Holdsworth, a canon of Lincoln and

Archdeacon of Huntingdon in the same diocese, both of which posts he secured in

L633. In L637 he became Master of Emmanuel College and like John Hackett was

opposed to English Arminianism although an undoubted supporter of both the

monarchy and episcopacy. The remaining two - Henry Burton, and George Walker -

were all clearly influenced by the 'spirit of Johnism'. Not surprisingly, they both held

offrces as private chaplains rather than diocesan officials or cathedral clergy.

324 5¿*un¿ Layfield who was chaplain to the earl of Cumberland entered St. John's College in 16l0
but his first recorded degree was taken after he migrated to Christ's College.
32s Dictionary of Welsh Bioeraphy, London, 1959, p L72.
326 And Calvinists pp. 204,206
327 poir¡^ was described as 'a frequenter of ale-houses, taverns, and of notorious incontinent
women': Centurv. No. 18.
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and also chaplain to the King, who was appointed prebend of Newington and

Chancellor of St Paul's in 1629. In 1642 he was made Dean of Rochester under John

Warner and in the following year Dean of Canterbury. 'William Haywood was

appointed a prebend of St. Paul's in 1631 and later joined Peter Heylyn and Matthew

Wren as a prebend of St. Peter's Westminster. Edward Layfield was made prebend of

Harleston in 1633 and further collated by Laud to the Archdeaconry of Essex in

1634.333 Thomas Weekes, who had been Chaplain to Laud while the latter was Bishop

of Bath and Wells, was appointed Prebend of Finsbury in 1636 and Precentor of St

Paul's in 1638, he was also chaplain to Bishop Juxon.33a

This survey of recruitment into the higher clergy though unavoidably limited to only a

few university colleges, still serves as a useful illustration of the manipulation of these

ofüces by the English Arminians. The evidence of these cases indicates a clear rift

between the sort of non-parochial ofüces available to English Arminian and non-

Arminian clergy. The latter were clearly limited to service in private or institutional

chaplaincies, if they were in possession of a mainline higher ecclesiastical office their

spheres of operation were restricted. Those who did come to occupy important offices

in the Church only did so after 1642 when the back of the English Arminian church had

been well and truly broken; this applies to John Downame, Licenser for the Press and

Josias Shute A¡chdeacon of Colchester. In general no clergy opposed to English

Arminianism were appointed from this sample to similar posts or to cathedral posts;

and i[ as we shall see, some other clergy held such posts then it was largely because

they had been appointed to them before the 1630s. As for the English Arminians, the

pattern of recruitment from university into the higher clergy highlights the extremely

333 4 ¡¿t"t observation on the narrow front from which these men were drawn concerns the fact that

Layfield was a relative of Laud, 's, being the son of the A¡chbishops half-sister; as was Robert Bayley,

who married the daughter of Lauds half-brother. While Thomas Turner though not related did come

from the Archbishops home town of Reading where his father was Mayor.
334 Laud, Works. Vol. IV, p.239.
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narrow base upon which the English Arminian edifice was raised. Of course, English

A¡minians who had attended other institutions were also drawn into the higher clergy,

thus broadening the base somewhat. But no extension of this in ones and twos will

conceal the fact that graduates from St. John's, Oxford. and Ch¡ist's College,

Cambridge were so abundantly over-represented among the higher clergy in this

sample. Graduates from these two colleges are in a sense the foundation of English

Arminianism among the higher clergy in London and Middlesex. But they were not

unique, only dominant, and the recruitment of English Arminian clergy from outside of

Christ's and St John's into higher ofüce proceeded on similar terms.

The focus on institutions such as St John's, Cambridge and St John's, Oxford although

unavoidable due to their numerical preponderance, does perhaps present the pattern of

recruitment into the higher clergy in terms that are too stark. Outside these institutions

there was a greatü diversity, but not to the extent that it changes the pattern of

advancement of English A¡minians during the 1630s at the expense of Calvinist clergy.

The London and Middlesex clergy held positions in 2l foundations in 19 dioceses

throughout England and Wales. Nine of the clergy in this study acquired episcopal

ofüce and their appointments reflect the dominance of English A¡minians in securing

higher office.33s John Buckeridge was appointed Bishop of Rochester in 16ll and

then Ely in 1628. William Piers was promoted to Peterborough in 1630 and Bath &

Wells in 1632; Francis Dee succeeded Piers at Peterborough in 1633, after the short

episcopacy of Augustine Lindsell; Roger Mainwarring was appointed to St. David's in

1636; and John Warner to Rochester in 1638. All of these men were closely connected

to the growth of English Arminianism. The only episcopal appointment made from the

London and Middlesex clergy during the 1630s which does not reflect the prominence

of English A¡minians is that of David Daulben to Bangor, where he served from ló31-

335 1¡.r" were others such as John Hackett, Gilbcrt Sheldon and Brian Walton but their appointments

were made following Charles II's rcstoration and arc outsidc the scope of this study.
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With the exception of Bath and Wells the number of London and Middlesex clergy

appointed to higher offices during the 1630s declined as the distance from London

increased. Most appointments beyond Windsor and Canterbury were limited to one or

two instances across a number of institutions. While this means that there are no

longer sufficient subjects for comparison between English A¡minian and non-Arminian

appointments, it is still clear that the men to whom these positions fell during the 1630s

were drawn from the English A¡minian faction of the London and Middlesex clergy:

These miscellaneous appointments are summarised in the table below:

Table 16:

Miscellaneous Appointments of English Arminian Clergy to Higher Offices

I)iocese Annointee Datc Diocese Anoointee Date

Chichester

Elv
Gloucester

Hereford
Lichlield

Francis Dee

Joseph Henshaw
William Fuller
William Brough
George Palmer
Jonathon Brown
John Warner

1630

r623
t636
t643

1636

r633

Nottingham
Peterborough

Rochester

Sarum

St. David's
Winchester
Worcester

Richard Bayley
John Weston

Thomas Turner
Richard Bayley
Richard Bayley
James Halsey
Roqer Mainwarring

1628
163 I
1642
163 I
1622

163 I
t633

To some extent these appointments were made to dioceses that were under the control

of English Arminian prelates: Richard Montague at Chichester; Francis 'White at Ely;

Walter Curle at Winchester. Although Worcester, where Mainwarring was appointed,

had been held by Bishop Thornborough who had been installed in 1617343, and

Gloucester was held by the 'Romanist' Godfrey Goodman.

Another forty men who have no known connection with English A¡minianism or

opposed English Arminianism were appointed to some form of higher offices. They

343 4r Dean, Mainwarring reported to Laud on the condition of the church service at Worcester. He

was succeeded by one of Laud's Oxford supporters, Christopher Potter, Provost of Queen's College

who also informed on Thornborough. Trevor-Roper Archbishop Laud, p. 178.
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one by George Walker were published in Holland. Those by Henry Vertue, Ephraim

Pagitt, Calybute Downing and Walter Balcanqual reveal definite support for some of

the public principles of the English AÍminians.376

Publications before 1630

Among the authors who were writing before the 1630s the dominant theological

concern was the reformed doctrine of predestination to both election and reprobation.

It appears as a subject of intense systematic study and as a conunonplace. James

Speight made his views plain when he argued that: 'effectively saveth He the alone

foreordained sort to life, ... for his sheep laid He down His life, not for the goats only

for the sheep'.322 His The Day Spring of Comfort, is tìercely anti-Catholic but there is

no hint of antipathy between his theology and the Church of England. William

Chibbald adhered to the doctrine of the elect so as to understand 'how could there be

any reprobates at all.378 Cornelius Burgess upheld the same doctrine of

predestination against English Arminian criticism, and accused them of treating all

of those who subscribed to the doctrine of absolute election as Calvinists.3Te

Adoniram Byfield held five principles as the core of election: 'First that there was a

choice and election made by God. Secondly, that this choice was before the

foundation of the world. Thirdly, that onely some men are chosen; not all men.

Fourthly, that the cause of our election is the only free grace of God, not our

works. Fifthly, that God's election is unchangeable.3s0

376 11t" works of these authors are cliscussed below.
377 J. Speight,
Spirit of Christ. 1613, p. 18,19.
378 t¡¿. Chibbald, The Trial of Faith bv the Touchstone of the Gosoel , L622.
379 Cornelius Burgess,

1629, p.341-3,
380 Actoniram Byfielcl, The Summe of the Principles, 1630 (no pagination)
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of the Gospel'.386 The worldling also sees in predestination an excuse for licentious

behaviour.387 These same criticisms of predestinarian theology became part of the

standard attacks on the doctrine made by English Arminians writing in the 1630s.

Stephen Denison, minister of St. Katherine Cree, was a scripturalist who looked to

the Bible as the model for the church. His commentåry on Acts and Corinthians

applied this approach to the sacraments. 388 It was published in L62I and was

among those works of predestination theology to be reissued in the 1630s. In

expounding his views Denison represented the communion as a simple celebration

which could literally be celebrated in an upper room, but which was of benefit to

the elect only.38e He argued that the reprobate 'neither doe or can repent' as they are

'ordained to condem¡¿¡ie¡t.3eO Denison's commentary had as its purpose to call out

the elect from among the reprobate. But in dealing with predestination Denison went

to some lengths to try and provide some guidance to those who wondered at their

election and sought assurance of election. He counselled the elect to self-

examination for evidence of repentance, truth, and rejection by ¡þs ws¡ld.ret

Denison used the doctrine of predestination to criticise Transubstantiation on the

grounds that if the latter held then 'the very reprobate might eate the flesh of Christ,

and drinke his bloud, as well as the elect...'.3e2 In his 1627 volume The White

Wolfe, Denison attacked one John Hetherington, a lay familist for anti-

sabbìitarianism, conducting private conventicles and heterodox beliefs including the

suspiciously Arminian charge that 'he confoundeth Reprobation and Damnation,

38ó ibid.
387 ibirl., p. l8o.
388 a¡t" Doctrine of both Sacraments. Or a commentary upon [Acts xxii.16 and I Cor. xi. 23-24ì
Delivered in Sundry Sermons, 1634.
38e i6¡¿., pp.2oL-2o3.
3eo ibi.l., p. 338.
3el ibicl., p.342.
3e2 ibi,l., pp 123-4.
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making the foresight of man's folly and wickednesse to be the cause why God

preordaines any to condemnatig¡'.3e3

Thomas Tuke of St. Olave Jewry is not so well known as Stock, Burgess, Downame

and Denison. He was complained of by his parishioners as 'superstitious in

practesinge and pressinge the late innovations in the worship of God' .3e4 But it was

mainly through defiance of Parliament that he aroused their oppo5ilis¡.3es Tuke

published a number of works that were imbued with predestinarian theology, which

he balanced with an element of sacramentalism. He was a translator of William

Perkins' A Christian and Plain Treatise of Predestination, (STC 19683) and his own

works mir¡or Perkins' theoiogy. His The Hish-way to Heaven. or the Doctrine of

election. effectual vocation, was published in 1609 and was a clear statement of

predestination to election and reprobation. In this work he took the doctrine to the

extremes that Arminius had criticised by claiming the 'creation is a meane of the

execution of God's election. For a man must first be, before he can be saved. Yet it is

no special or peculiar meanes. For all that are created shall not be saved, some shall be

damned.3eó

In 1617 Tuke published A Theological Discourse of the Gracious and Blessed

lìnni,,nalin- nf ñh-io+ nrl a Qinncrp frhrictian In this work Tuke dealt with the

'effectual calling and turning to God'. Following Perkins, Tuke held to a two stage

conversion.3eT In the first human will is passive 'wee were in Christ, and Christ in

393 Stephen Denison, The White Wolfe, L627, p. 45.
3e+ 6¡¡45 44t51t,23 March L642,fo. Lr3 v.
395 ¡. ¡. Alsop, 'Revolutionary Puritanism in the Parishes: The Case of St Olave, Old Jewry',
London Journal, Vol. 15, No. 1, 1990, p.30.
39ó T¡sm¡5 Tuke, The Hieh-way to Heaven: or the Doctrine of election. effectual vocation, 1609,

(1635 reprint), p. 93.
3e7 p. 1. Kenclall Calvin and Enqlish Calvinism, p. 65.
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'peripatetic professors', for their habit of fotlowing certain preachers, and the clergy

whom they followed. In his Corono Charitatis, (1626) Shute attacked them as a th¡eat

to the unity of religion.

O the strangeness of these times

Religion, which was wont to have but one face

is now a monster; and hath many. Nay there are some

ministers, that have so much stout blood in their

veines, that they start not to give the people this

sour milk, some indirectly some directly, that this sin,

to leave their own pastors, is a part of religion.aos

To their lay followers, who charged the ministers of the church with not edifying in

their preaching, Shute warned that to say so'wants but a hairsbreath of blasphemy',...

For edifrcation, being a work of the spirit, is clasped to no certain persons or gifts'.+06

This being so, he concluded that if there were some who were not edified by the

preaching within the church then it might be as a result of their own failure in preparing

themselves through prayer and repentance, or else because of their prejudice against

the minister. In 1622 William Chibbald, in a sermon entitled The Tryal of Faith by the

Touchstone of the Gosoel, which was concerned with the nature of justifying faith

made clear his own view of the compatibility of predestinarian theology with the

Church of England by criticising separatists who rejected the church to go on

pilgrimage to Amsterdam. In 1624 George Walker, the self-styled Pastor of St

Augustine Watling Street, published two disputations with a Catholic priest.4oz In both

{5 Nathaniet Shutc, Corono Charitatis ,1626, p.28-9.
406 ibid., p, 30.
407 The Summe of a Disoutation between Mr Walker and a Popish Priest, 1624, Fishers Folly
Unfolded. or thc vauntins Jesuites vanitv discovered, 1624.
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works he made a spirited defence of the doctrine of predestination as a minister of the

Church of England. Walker was imprisoned in 1638 and broke with the national

church, his nextbook, TheDoctrine of the Sabbath, was published in Amsterdam, for

the scrutiny of the'true Reformed church'.

In addition to works dealing with aspects of doctrine and anti-Catholic controversy,

there were also a number on religious duties and the pastoral aspects of religion.

Undoubtedly, the most curious is Lewis Hughes' small treatise God's Goodness

Towards the Summer Islands, 1621. The work is both an exercise in historical

geography and in religion. It begins with an account of the settlement of the Caribbean

Summer Islands ('St. George's', 'Port Royal', and'Coope/s Islands'), a description of

their natural assets, and then proceeds to advise on making bread from 'Casuar root,

and the planting of Mulberry for silk production. After this Hughes begins to caution

the islanders against drunkenness, non-observance of the Sabbath, non-confession of

sins, and omission of prayers for grace.

Hughes' principal purpose was to commend to the inhabitants a set of questions and

answers for the ordering of their religious life. He offered nothing in the way of

doctrine in his catechism, but kept to questions on the Sabbath and the sacraments of

Baptism and the Lord's Supper. He concluded with two graces for use before and

after 'meate', and with a prayer for the morning. lVhile none of this yields any

definitive statement of Hughes'views at the time of writing, his religious predilections

may be inferred from his attitudes concerning the public exercise of religion. On the

Sabbath Hughes was adamant that there be no labour of any kind performed, save for

that which is scripturally sanctioned. He made no mention of lawful or unlawful

sports, but it would appear that by Hughes' standard there could be no room for such

exercises on the Sabbath.
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Hughes regarded Baptism as one of two sacraments, along with Holy Communron.

I{e declared it to be *a seale of the everlasting Covenant of Grace, that God has

made with his Elect'.{8 He added that Baptism was the means by which the

candidate is marked as one whom God 'hath elected', whom Christ 'hath

redeemed', ild who is regenerate and presewed by the Hoiy Ghost. Finally,

Baptism v/as an expression of 'mutual obligation between God and His Elect,

wherein they stand bound one to the other'. For'the party baptised' the obligation

is that of a 'covenant' seryant, bound to serve God a¡d renounce both Satan and sin.

His instrucúon on the matter of Communion was restricted to a very general

understanding of the institution of the Lord's Supper, the nature of the elements and

the condition in which they should be received. No precise instructions were given

for its ministration. But he did manage to communicate his beiief that the efficacy

of the sacrament of Holy Communion, as for Baptism, is not generally available.

According to Hughes, part of the symbolic ritual of Christ's handling of the bread

signified that, as that bread was by him received apart: so he was from everlasting

(by the eternal Decree of God his Father) sett apart alone from all others, to suffer

for all ¡¡" 91..¿.noe

The celebration of Communion itsel{ claimed Hughes, was ordained only for 'all true-

hearted Christians'. The th¡ead of the elect carries over into the prayers that Hughes

wrote for the conclusion of his catechism. In his prayer for the morning a supplication

was made to God to 'accomplish the number of thine Elect', and while his theology is

{8 Lewis Hughcs, 'Questions and Answcrs Concerning the Kceping Holy of the Sabbath day, and the

Publick Excrciscs of Rcligion', in A Plaine and True Relation of the Goodness of God Towards the

Sommcr ilands, 1621, p. D2.
+0e ¡6¡¿., p. E4.
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increase in grace, peace, joy and the comfort of a good conscience; and the temporal

rewards of long life, health, wealth, children and a good name313

In addition to those already mentioned there were five other authors who published in

the 1620s who could well be regarded as Calvinists and proponents of predestinarian

views, although within the constraints of a more rigid Episcopalian outlook. for the

most part their treatment of the subject is not so explicit as those authors discussed

above. These were Richard Chambers, Richard Cook, V/illiam Hall, William Walker,

Sampson Price and Henry King. Richard Chambers employed the language of election

in his funeral sermon for the Countess of Northumberland, his highest accolade being

to stile her 'elect Ladl.an Richard Cook published the text of a sermon preached in

the parish of St Swithin's on the occasion of an act of public penance for fornication by

a member of the parish.¿ts However, it offers little evidence of his religious outlook.

William Hall's sole publication was a verse composition of more than one hundred and

eighty stanzas called Mortalities Meditation. or a Description of Sin ).624. Its subject

is the folly of pride, rank, wealth and other trappings of mortal existence. In the course

of his verse Hall advised his readers to remember their mortality and to meditate upon

the judgment to come. He also touched upon the state of the elect but did not

elaborate his views. William Walker dealt with the subject of sacrilege in a Paul's

Cross sermon in 1628. His text was 'Thou that abhorest idols, doest thou commit

sacrilege?' (Romans 2.22), which he used as a basis for criticising those who had

rejected Romanism but who persisted in committing acts of sacrilege against the

church and clergy, especially through the deprivation of tithes. Walker advocated

tithes as due by divine right as well as by human law. However, while Walker left no

explicit statement about his views there is no doubt about his loyalty as he owed his

413 ibid., p. 99-loo,
414

Northumberland, 1620.
415 Richard Cook, A White Sheet or A Warnine for Whoremonsers, 1629.
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career to the patronage of the Calvinist peer Philip, EarI of Pembroke, Earl of

Montgomery, and Chancellor of Oxford.

Sampson Price died in 1630 as vicar of Christchurch and so there is no evidence for

what his views were during the zenith of English Arminian power in the later 1630s.

He published a number of works from 1617 to 1626 (STC 20328-20334) and is

probably best regarded as a Calvinist Episcopalian. In The Clearing of the Saints

Sight, Price touched upon the condition of the reprobate and clearly accepted some

form of predestination, but not on quite the same terms as others already considered.

He rather simply stated only that 'He foreseeth all our Troubles before they be, wisely

ordereth them and preordaineth what shall be the end'.416 His London's

, was published

in 1626 when Price was Chaplain to the King. In it he urged survivors of the plague to

avoid the company of the 'ungodly' and to get the inward mark of God's spirit, by

'making your election sure'.417 V/hether this qualifies him as a proponent of

predestinarian theology is uncertain, however Maclure notes that in his Paul's Cross

serrnons Price cited Foxe, Jewel, Whittaker, Humphrey, Perkins, Reynolds and Abbot

as his preferred Anglican apologists and omitted to mention Hooker, Bancroft and

Andrewes.4rE This may be taken as an indication of Price's underlying Calvinism, but

if so Price had no difüculty in balancing this outlook with support for some aspects of

the nascent English Arminians. The Beauty of Holiness was delivered as a sermon at

the consecration of a school chapel in Shrewsbury by John Overall, Bishop of

Coventry and Lichfield. In it Price took a strong anti-Catholic posture in regard to

churches and their use. He attacked the Catholic approach to ceremony and the

sacraments. Equally, he condemned those who thought 'their private conventicles to

416 Sampson Price, @, L6L7.
417 Sampson Price,
olaque. 1626 , p. 36.
418 ¡4. Maclure Paul's Cross Sermons, p. 95.
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God's sovereignty in election. Unlike some authors discussed above, King did not

dwell too much upon the sovereignty of God and shows signs of having been aware of

the potential for the latter doctrine to undermine his treatise on prayer through the

criticism of 'those other Heretickes, who out of the infallibilitie of God's Prescience,

would conclude the act of Prayer needlesse'.nzz l(irrg argued, contrary to any view that

predestination renders prayer superfluous, that 'the same God who fore-saw what

should be, foresaw also that we should pray to him....This act of invocating him being

so necessary to salvation, that without it [there are] no meanes to salvation'.a23 King

extended this reasoning to the sacraments and worship generally and shows an affinity

with some of the views expressed by English Arminians: 'God's name must be

sanctified, as by our inward, so also by our outward worship, by the Gesture as well as

the Heart'.424 Based on this view King was an ardent supporter of episcopacy and as

Archdeacon of Colchester an effrcient administrator of ceremonial reform, but unlike

many of the English A¡minians he refused to extend his loyalty to the Church to a

rejection of Calvinism. In 1640 King maintained his conviction that the 'Book of

Common Prayer is according to Mr Calvins own rule ... was approved as a worke

beyond exception, every way consonant with to the word of God.'425

While this survey hardly does justice to the complexity of relations between these

authors, a more comprehensive survey could only detract from the main purpose,

which is to provide a view of the salient features in the works of these authors as a

basis for considering the works of the English Arminian clergy. The impression

obtained from the works surveyed above is that their theological outlook is broadly

422 ibid., p. 10. In a sermon clelivered in 1640 King indicated clearly that he supported Charles'
Declaration concerning God's decrees of election and reprobation, but not because he rejected these

cl<¡ctrines but because 'they only f,illed the Hearers with scruples, and sent them home with feares' A
Sermon Preached at St. Paul's, 1640, p. 48.
423 ibi<t., p. il.
424 ibid., p. 95.
425 4 5"r-on Preached at St. Pagþ, 1640, p. 46,
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Calvinist and inspired with the language of predestinarian theology in respect of both

election and reprobation. Variations in the treatment of these themes are clearly

apparent, especially between the Calvinist Episcopalians such as Henry King and the

conforming Puritans such as Downame and Denison. At most the divergence between

the two lies in the extent to which the Calvinist Episcopalians allowed their

Episcopalian views to constrain their treatment of predestinarian theology. Where

their puritan brethren were prepared to examine the doctrine in some detail, the

Calvinist Episcopalians perceived a certain risk to the unity of the church in any over

zealous treatment of election and reprobation. During the 1620s the views expressed

by both groups extended to open criticism of sectaries and Roman Catholicism, but

there is little evidence of antagonism between even the most rigid expression of

predestinarian theology and the rites and customs of the national church.

Publications 1630-1640

The Calvinist clergy published only a small number of works during the 1630s.426

Firstly, there were a few innocuous publications which are not conspicuous for their

theological outlook. Matthew Griftith published a discourse on the Christian family

called Bethel. or a form for Families in 1633. Michael Jermin published his

Paraphrastical Meditations b)¡ way of Commentary on Proverbs in 1638 and A

Commentary upon the Whole Book of Ecclesiastes. or The Preacher in the following

year. Neither of these men could reasonably, on the evidence of their lives or

publications, be regarded as English Arminians. Griffith's book was dedicated to Lord

Keeper Coventry and was an extensive work in the form of a catechism on the

Christian form of the family. It is decidedly anti-catholic and anti-puritan. He finds

space to criticise both the Sancti Papae and all 'dissembling professors of God's true

426 tgy¿¡"r Balcanqual, The Honour of The Christian Churches , 1633 : Calybute Downing, A
Discourse of the State Ecclesiasticall of this Kinedom,1632&34; Ephraim Paggit, Christianoeraph,\,.
1635; George Walker, The Doctrine of the Sabbath, 1638; Henry Vertue, A Plea for Peace, 1637 .
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normal channel of grace. It is hard not to conclude that Balcanqual was attacking

English Arminianism by inference, on the grounds that they elevated the altar above

other elements of the church. However, Balcanqual stayed clear of openly criticising

sacramental practices in the same way as he attacked excessive use of the pulpit. How

seriously Balcanqual adhered to this middle position is open to question. It may have

been merely expedient, calculated not to give offence to the new archiepiscopal

regime, rather than an entirely independent perspective. Balcanqual's call for

participation in the public worship of the church is utterly devoid of any declaration

about the appropriate form of public worship, thus leaving it open to manipulation by

others whose views Balcanqual, by this time, may or may not have shared. The middle

ground between the pulpit and the communion table may have represented

Balcanqual's position, but it also had the benefit of commending Balcanqual to the new

regime as one whose Calvinism did not corrupt his Episcopalianism.

Calybute Downing is best known as a puritan. In the 1640s Downing was a licenser

for the press, one of the preachers of the parliamentary fast sermons, and a regimental

chaplain in the Earl of Essex's army, all of which earned him a reputation as 'Hugh

Peter the second'. In the 1630s Downing's ideas were considerably more restrained

and orthodox. He had been a contender for the position of chaplain to the Earl of

Stafford in the hope that it might lead to a bishopric43s' and whatever his feelings on

prelacy after L640, his Discourse of the State Ecclesiastical was a reasoned defence of

episcopacy against Romanism and Presbyterianism as the ecclesiastical form most

appropriate to the state of England. Published in 1632 it may have contributed to

Laud's decision to appoint Downing as vicar of Hackney.43e Downing begins by

dividing Ecclesiastical government into three forms which he labels 'Monarchicall,

Aristocraticall, Democraticall'. The second of these is the model to which Downing

438 DNB, Vol. 5, p. 1303.
439 Laud, Works. Vol. 4, p. 29S.
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new works being published in the 1630s that were sympathetic to predestinarian

theology. But an ineffective mechanism for regulating the press does not mean that

there was no policy or even no mechanism of censorship.

The censorship of printed material was far from an English Arminian i¡¡sy¿1i6¡.ass It

was an important part of Tudor and Stuart government. It restricted the flow of

sectarian and counter-reformation views, and other undesirable ideas. English

A¡minian licensers worked within a framework that had been largely established prior

to their appointment. It was George Abbot, under James I, who formulated the 1624

proclamation against 'Popish' books on one hand and 'seditious Puritanicall Books and

Pamphlets, scandalous to Our person, or state, such as have been vented by some

Puritanicall spirits'.+s0 The intention of the proclamation may not have been widely

troublesome under Abbot, but under the English Arminians a new attitude emerged

towards things 'popish and 'puritan' which was much broader than that entertained by

James I and Abbot.

The L624 Proclamation tightened other elements of censorship to restrict the

importation of books and the exercise of licensing powers.457 However, from the

English Arminian perspective it was still inadequate in that it did not require re-

approval of works that had been previously published. Laud was apparently aware of

the implication of this and after his appointment to Canterbury he employed Sir John

Lambe to investigate the affairs of the Stationers Company as a prelude to formulating

a new Star Chamber decree. A body of 'Commissioners concerning the Printers of

455 D.M. Loades, 'The Theory and Practice of Censorship in Sixteenth -Century England', Royal
Historical Sociew Transactions. 5th Series, Yol.24, 1974, zuggests that at least until late Elizabethan
times the mechanism of censorship operated with,'great assiduity and relative effectiveness (p. 156).
as6 1ry.1y. Greg, Companion to Arber, Oxford, 1967, p, 226-7.
457 ibid., p.228.
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London' comprising Lambe, Nathaniel Brent and Arthur Duck was established in

1634. The end result was a Star Chamber Decree in 1637 which reinforced existing

powers and required any material previously published to be re-licensed:

no person or persons, do hereafter reprint, or cause to be reprinted, any book

or books whatsoever (though formerly printed with licence) without being

reviewed, and a new licence obtained for the printing ¡þs¡s6f.as8

For contemporaries English Arminian censorship was real. In 1628 the House of

Commons heard reports that Laud and his chaplains had suppressed orthodox books

while licensing Arminian and Catholic works.ase Thomas Turner was reported to have

deleted from one work a reference to certainty in salvation and suppressed criticism of

Rome and licensed the opinion that the Roman church was as a true church.460 Ten

years later John Downame wrote to Samuel Ward at Cambridge in order to try to have

a book on doctrine and prayer licensed. Downame explained that it was the work of a

'deceased brother' and he desired 'that it may come out with a little alteration as may

be, lest he may be sorted to speak otherwise dead than he did living'.+e t

At least 21 of the clergy in this study are known to have been licensers for the press.a62

They operated for varying lengths of time and during distinct periods. The most

significant licensers were Richard Cluett, Henry Mason and Daniel Featley under

458 A decree of Starre Chamber concernins Printins, London, 1637. Greg Companion to Arber,
p.347.
a59 1ry46"" Notenstein, Commons Debates for 1629, Minneapoli s, I92I, p. 138.
460 ibid., p. 58, 125.
a61 ¡shn Downame to Samuel Ward, 5 April 1638, Tanner MS LXVII.3.
462 7¡. following appear in W W.Greg, Licensers for the Press to 1640, Oxforcl, 1962: Samuel
Baker, William Bray, Thomas Browne, John Buckeridge, Richard Cluett, William Dell, Richard
Etkins, Daniel Featley, Thomas Goad, John Hansley, V/illiam Haywood, Henry Mason, Thomas
Mountford, rWilliam Piers, James Speight, John Taverner, Thomas Turner, Joh¡ Vicars, John
'Wamer, Thomas Vy'estfield, Thomas Vy'orrall.
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George Abbot and Samuel Baker, William Bray, Thomas Browne, William Haywood,

Thomas Turner and Thomas Weekes under Laud and Juxon. The activities of Cluett,

Mason and Featley arc relatively uncontroversial, but the activities of Laud's and

Juxon's chaplains as licensers figured prominently at Laud's trial and in their own

denúse.463 It was observed by some that works which had been crucial for the

development of English Protestantism were virtually suppressed between 1633 and

1640. For instance, Foxe's Book of Martyrs was only one of a number of 'divers old

books against popery formerly licensed ... which the Archbishop and Bishop of

London's Chaplains refused to new license'.464 When Samuel Baker refused a new

licence for John Vicars Mischeefes Mysterie: or Treasons Master Peece. The Powder

Plot it was , according to Prynne, because Baker was of the view that:

we were not so angry with the papists now as we were about 20 years since

and that there was no need of any books as these to exasperate them, there

being now an endeavour to win them to us by faireness and mildness.465

This was enough for Prynne to conclude that Baker and the regime in general were

conspiring to suppress all anti-Catholic sentiment. However, this is incònsistent with

the efforts of Laud and other English A¡minians to inhibit Catholicism. A more

consistent explanation is that censorship was aimed at curbing protestant enthusiasm.

This could explain the treatment of both the Book of Martyrs and of Vicars work. lt

also consistent with the treatment given to Daniel Featley's Clavis Mystica by William

Bray.

a63 In addition to the examples mentioned below William Bray was atøcked for liceruing Heylyn's
criticism of Henry Burton Laud, Works IV. p. 84-5, Thomas Weekes for licensing a Bible with
pictures, Laud, Works IY. p. 239, Haywood and Weekes were also mentioned for expunging passages

from a serrnon by Richard Clerke of Christ's College Cambridge, Laud, Works IV. p. 281-2. Part of
the reason for Baker's sequestration was partiality in licensing, tJ/ \W.Greg op. cit p. 8.
aóa t¡g¡11¡ro Prynne, Canterburies Doome, London, 1646, p. 184.
46s ibid.
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attacks those who resist the rites and ceremonies of the church. He links them with

schism and heresy,sz1 and ends his sermon with a call for their extirpation.

These waters of contention must be stopped in the first breach, that they may

not come to an inundation. These Babylonish Brats must be dashed against the

wall, that they may not grow to further mischief. This cockatrices egg must be

cracked in the shell that it may not bring forth a flying serpent.528

Quelch's second sermon dealt with the rites and ceremonies of the church rather than

those who opposed them. Quelch's argument is threefold. He, first of all, defended

their usage by seeking to establish that the principle of each church establishing its own

forms of ceremony is apostolic. He not only uses this as the ultimate justification for

current usage, but also finds in it a convenient implement with which to bludgeon his

opponents:

if you seek to rob us of those rites which we know the Apostles once

delivered, why should we give way to your new pretended form of Genevan

discipline, which I doubt the Apostles never heard of? Show us that warrant for

your discipline as we have showed you for our customs, and we shall have

cause to hearken to you...52e

527 tyy¡¡¡¡"m 
Quelch, Church Customs Vindicated in two Sermons. 1636, p. 26.

s28 ibid., p. zz.
52e ibid., 2nd Sermon.
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could not be coerced into conformity then they would at least be inspired by example.

Elborow's argument was not simply about the shortcomings of preaching, but about

the propagation of a quite different set of religious values. It stands for an expression

of religion that is experienced, rather than heard; which celebrates the image rather

than the word; and regards the sacraments rather than preaching as the principal

channel of grace. Moreover, it stands forthe public expression of faith ratherthan the

private, making for a comprehensive church with a claim to the loyalty of all, not only

the elect.

Publications after L640

English A¡minianism all but disappear from the publications of the London and

Middlesex clergy after 1640. In 164l William Bray was required to preach and publish

a recantation sermon entitled A Sermon on the B Sacrament of the Lords

Supper, as an unfortunate consequence of his having licensed Job Pocklington's

Sunday No Sabbath and Altare Christianum. On the subject of the Sabbath, Bray

confessed his belief that it should be celebrated by hearing the word of God, the

administration of the Sacraments, the reading of meditations, and public prayer. On

the contentious issue of Sunday sports he made no cornment at all. V/hen dealing with

the diffrcult subject of the doctrine and practise of communion Bray was openly critical

of Transubstantiation and its attendant doctrines and practises such as adoration of the

sacrament and the belief in the sacrament as a propitiatory sacrifice. He affirmed his

belief that 'the Body and Blood of Christ, are verily and indeed taken of the faithful in

the Lord's Supper'.53e But for the most part Bray is content to define his position in

negative anti-catholic terms and not by positive prescription:

536 t¡y¡¡¡¡rtt Bray, A Sermon on the Blessed Sacrament of the Lord's Suoper, 1641, p. l9
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was the idolatry and superstition of the Popish faction, whose altars, images, idolatries

and vanities Leech exhorted his listeners to tear down. He encouraged them to do so

in the knowledge that'men cannot prevail against us ... because of God's predestinating

us. Nor the world, because of God's calling us. Nor the flesh because of God's

justifying us. Nor the Devil, because of God's glorifying us.542 In 1640 the

Independent Josias Symons, then the Pastor of a church in Amsterdam, published a

serrnon delivered at Westminster encouraging the House of Commons to further

reform. Lewis Hughes, also heartened by the efforts of the House, published a manual,

The Covenant of Grace and Seales Thereof,, for practical instruction in the observance

of the Sabbath, the sacraments, prayer, and public worship. He also produced Certain

Grievances well worthy the consideration of Parliament. This took the form of a

dialogue between a country gentleman and a minister ' for the satisfyinge of those that

do clamour, and maliciously revile them that labour to have the errors of the Book of

common prayer reformed...' In the course of the dialogue a number of objections to

both the prayer book and recent innovations are raised, including: the appointment of

'horrible blasphemies and lying fables' (from the Apocrypha) to be read instead of

scripture; the making of an idol from the name of Jesus; kneeling to receive

Communion; the use of the title priest; the Catechism's claim that Christ came to

redeem all mankind; and the transformation of the communion table into an altar. But

the most damning criticism that Hughes could relate against English Arminian

ceremony was the recital of two instances of God's judgment against these innovations

and falsities. The first came from the parish of Willcombe in Devonshire and the other

from Anthony in Cornwall. In 1638 and 1640 respectively these parishes were

reported to have been visited by disaster, which resulted in death at Willcombe and

fearful injury at Anthony. Hughes also reported considerable damage to the church

fabric at Willcombe, but most ominous of all was the report that: 'The noise did not

saz Jeremy Leech, St P¿rul's Challense. or the Church's Triumph, 1643, p. l3
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In general Elizabethan and Jacobean churches lacked ornamentation and visual aids to

devotion in favour of a functional auditory approach to church design and layout.5sT

At various times Church authorities demonstrated an interest in promoting a greater

degree of reverence in churches which implied specific forms of furnishing and church

design. Richard Bancroft, Bishop of London, 1597-1604 made provision for kneeling

at communion in his visitation articles of 1604, and so necessitated some interior

alteration to accommodate this demand.ssE Jn so far as he was promoting an attitude

towards the celebration of communion, Bancroft was making clear certain assumptions

about worship and the role of the parish church, which if not precisely the same as

English Arminians \r/ere at least not fundamentally difflerent. George Mountain, who

was diocesan from 1621 until 1628, was something of an English Arminian, and

promoted similar attitudes toward reverence in church. These included a number of

orders for curbing irreverent behaviour in church, and the appropriateness of kneeling

at communion.sse By 1629 concern over the state of churches resulted in a

proclamation for their better care and regular inspection, which provided authorisation

for English A¡minians to promote church ¡ss¡6¡¿¡16¡.560

The extent of repair and restoration undertaken during the 1620s and 1630s is mostly

accessible through parochial accounts and the 1633 edition of John Stow's The Survey

of London. This volume incorporates a survey of parish churches up until 1633, based

on an examination of parish records and parish ofücials. While it certainly has

limitations its scope completely overshadows the surviving parochial records in the

descriptions of work undertaken and the costs involved. The earliest entry included in

557 5us¿n Doran and Christopher Durston Princes. Pastors and People: The Church and Relision in
Eneland 1529-1689, London, t99l (Chapter 3 'The Fabric of the Church').
558 vcH, Vol. l, p.324.
5se pRO SP 16/43120, L6175187; Visitation Articles 1627.
560 4n¿¡"* Foster, 'Church Policies in the 1630s', p.202. Although he ascribes little else to William
Laud, Julian Davies considers that Laud was, 'the grand causer of the repairing of churches': The

Caroline Captivitv, p 74.
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Table 1.8:

Parish repair and maintenance costs 1615-1630s66

Pa¡ish Cost
(f)

Year

Alphage London Wall
Botolph Aldersgate
Botolph Bishopsgate
James Garlickhithe
lr4agnus the lv{arqn
Michael Cornhill
Peter le Poor

400

4L5

600

700

500

644
1587

t624
1627

L6L7-20
1624

1623-5
1618-20
t6 l5-30

The scale of these undertakings implies a measure of necessity rather than reverence in

carrying out these repairs. For instance in 1623 the chancel of St Katherine Cree was

in such a state as to be described as 'not being able to stand without being propped and

shored with divers peaces of timber'.567 Examples such as this reinforce the view that

much of the money and effort put into the repair and reconstruction of parish churches

in this period was a structural necessity rather than a veneer inspired by devotion.

The process of major work on churches continued into the 1630s and for similarly

urgent reasons. In 1632 the parish church of St Alban Wood St. was pulled down

since it u/as recorded that:

many of the parishioners refused to go to it, many that went, went

unwillingly, but all with much fear, where they sate with more; their danger all

the time much troubling and disturbing their dsvelie¡.568

Unfortunately efforts to gain funds for restoration of the church were impeded by the

need to raise funds for the reconstruction of $¡ p¿ul's.s6r But other parishes show

evidence of extensive spending on major repairs:

566 Stow, pp, 823, 867,878,838, 844,856,867
567 ¡,P¡ 22 March L623 I 4.
568 g¡o*, p. 819
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Mary Magdalen Milk St., where a chancel window was built in l6l9 at a cost of €60

paid by one Benjamin Henshaw.sTT Q¡þs¡ examples are from more than a decade later.

The parish of St Peter Westcheap 'agreed to make a great window at the east end' in

1633.s78 And although it was akeady in place the glass window in the chancel of St

Martin in the Fields was repaired in 1629, possibly following vandalism, with careful

consideration for the proper choice of coloured glass.szs More dramatic than these

was the appearance, as reported by John Pory, of 'A Crucifix', which, 'has been caused

to be painted in St Gregory's parish by Mr Hart Proctor, in the newly repaired East

Chancel window'.58o Other devices were also employed. Artistic representations were

introduced into some parishes, especially those under English Arminian clergy. At St

Leonard Shoreditch John Squire imposed a scene of the Virgin }llary and of Christ and

his 12 Apostles done in glass upon a parish which desired a simpler ¡¡e¡if.s8t Some

similar alteration appears to have been undertaken in William Brough's parish of St

Michael Cornhill, since it is recorded in the parish accounts for 1641 that a sum was

'paid the painters man and glassers man for putting out the crosses in the chancel and

1þg çþu¡çþt.s82 On the subject of paintings and images William Graunt, Vicar of

Isleworth in Middlesex might have spoken for English A¡minians in general when it

was charged that he had claimed 'that pictures are lay-mens books'. He was articled

against for attempting to set up the picture of a saint in the chancel of his parish church

and admitted to carrying a Testament which contained crucifixes and pictures.ss3 In

addition to painting and glass work, the area about the chancel was also decorated in a

rnanner that reflected its new-found glory. At St Andrew Undershaft the chancel was

raised to give it greater prominence.ss4 William Brough's parish of St Michael Cornhill

577 5¡6*, p. 854.
578 5¡ ps¡s¡5 Westcheap, VI\4B, GLMS 642t1,8 August 1633.
57e 1a,6, Victoria Library, MS F2002, 3 November 1629, fo. 88.
s8o ppg cl l5l35/s391
581 7 August
1641, p. 6.
582 ¡4¡.¡u.1 Cornhill, CWA, GLMS 4O7ll1, fo. 137.
583 1y¡1¡¡o. Graunt, The Vindication of the Vicar of Isleworth. . , , 1641, p. 9, 10.
584 Stow, p. 824
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other Barnabas with his book, and over them Peter with his Keys, they are set

above with winged cherubims, and beneath supported with Lions. Seven or

eight foot within this Holy place is a raising by three steps, and from thence a

long raile from one wall to the other, into which none must enter but the Priests

and the Subdeacons, this place is covered before the altar with a fair wrought

carpet, the altar doth stand close up to the wall on the east side, and a desk

raised upon that with degrees of advancement; this desk is overlaid with a

covering of Purple Velvet, which hath a great gold and silk fringe round about,

and on this desk is placed two great books wrought with needle work, in which

are made the pictures of Christ, and the Virgin lll4:ary with Christ in her arms,

and these are placed on each side of the desk, and on this Altar is a double

covering, with a very rich Bone-lace. The walls are hanged round within the

rail, with blue Taffet¿ Çurt¿i¡s5.sel

Haywood's reply to the published Articles does not alter dramatically the description

made in the articles against him. He merely pointed out that some of the phrases used

by his detractors, such as Sanctum Sanctorum, 'r¡/ere their own invention but he did not

challenge the underlying criticism. Instead Haywood attempted to distance himself

from the introduction of the offensive innovations, by claiming that a few were in place

before his coming to the parish, and that the rest had been commissioned and funded

by a prominent member of the parish with the assent of the parish vestry. In

Haywood's own words:

The Screen, a lair ornament of the church and great honour to the religious

Lady who bestowed it, was assigned where to stand by the parishioners, nor

591 1¡ç Petition and Articles Ex
of St Giles in the Fields, 1641, p.5&6.
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as 'in great decay and danger to fall', be demolished and the material used in the

construction of a ne\ry one. Laud insisted upon three provisos in the plan: that there be

two acres of land supplied, that the church be kept in good repair, and that 'the said

new church be decently and strongly built in comely form, proportion and uniformity

and be well and sufüciently with all things necessary thereto belonging, furnished, and

adorned fit for the use for which it is appoi¡1sd.se5 Laud must have gained some

satisfaction at the willingness of the parishioners to comply with his terms, but possibly

even more satisfying was the knowledge that the burden of the whole project was

being taken up by lay people as a work of piety. Sir John Wolstenholme was to meet

the cost of building the new church while the cost of the land was to be met by

members of the parish of St Martin-in-the-Fields including Sir Thomas Lake.5e6 Other

examples may not detail the same degree of pious generosity, but they do point to

support for the process of beautification in some quarters. At St Christopher-le-Stocks

53 individuals ranging in rank from city alderman to widows offered sums from f50 to

!1 for the beautification of the church.seT Despite the subsequent complaints of some

parishioners the beautification of All Hallows Barking was initiated with the unanimous

approval of the parish vestry, regardless of the scale and cost of the proposed

undertakings.5es On the death of Edward Abbot a testimonial notice was made in the

churchwardens accounts eulogizing his role as the inspiration for the reconstruction

and beatification of the church. In later years the parish claimed that the various

trappings of 'English Arminianism'that were to be found in the church were in fact the

gifts of laymen: these included 'gilt plate and divers rich ornaments' and 'a marble fount

s¡s¡st.5ee As late as 13 August 1640, when discontent with innovation was rising the

vestry of St Lawrence Jewry voted 21:l in favour of beautifring the church.600 An

595 ¡¿u¿, Episcopal Register, GLMS 95311L5.4.
5e6 ¡uu¿, Episcopal Register, GLMS 9531/15,3. Sir John Wolstenholme wil¡ a prominent London
Merchant and customs farmer DNB, 21.815. Sir Thomas Lake was a former secreüary of state who
retired to Little Süanmore after his dismissal in 162l DNB, I1.417.
5e7 5¡ g¡.¡r¡opher le Stocks, VMB 1593-l'76I, L9 December 1633, GLMS 44251L.
se8 ¡¡¡ Hallows Barking, CWA, fo. 58, 58 b.
see 41¡ Hallows Barking, CWA, fo. 26-26v.
600 St Lawrence Jewry, VMB 1556-1669, GLMS 689/1.
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From an English Arminian perspective the significance of this was not only that it

elevated the laity above the sacrament, but it also made the proper administration of

the sacrament an impossibility. Efforts made by the churchwardens of St Leonard

Fosterlane in1632 to raise pews at the east end of the church led to their being called

to the High Commission and to a statement being issued discouraging the practice.604

When churchwardens sought to explain their practice to Bishop Laud he prohibited

any further work in repairing the church until the offending pews were pulled down.

He further called for the administration of the sacrament to be reviewed by the

diocesan chancellor and forbade the minister to administer the communion to any in the

galleries.6o5 Henry Burton's parish of St Matthew Friday similarly raised chancel pews

when their vestry agreed on2l February 1631 to 'the repayring and adorning of the

church, & pewes in the chancel, & a frame for the communion table, & a head for the

pulpit, & removing the font, & bringing in water from the alley. .. & for setting up a

vaine on top of the steeple and other needful thingsr.60e At St. Olave Jewry the vestry

set up seven pews in the chancel for the 'more convenient assembling of the

parishioners at such vestryes as hereafter shall be held in this church, and for the

seating of strange preachers'.607 The pewes remained standing until 1638 when Arthur

Duck ordered their removal and the table to be set up altarwise.60s Among the

irregularities recorded in London in L637 was the erection of a new gallery in the

parish church of St Martin Ironmonger, where the puritan Josias Symons was minister,

which resulted in the communion table being 'pent up with pewes about it'.60e It was

further noted that in some parishes pews were constructed in such a way that

communicants could not receive on their loees.610

604 ¡o, the case of St Leonard's Fosterlane Reports of Cases in the Courts of the Star Chamber and
Hish Commission. S. R. Gardiner (ed.) Camden Society, New Series, 39, 1886, 302,312.
605 ¡¿u¿'5, Episcopal Register, GLMS953 ll15 fo 26.
606 5¡ ¡4¿¡ftsw Friday St, \ÆvfB I576-1743, GLMS 3579, p. 49.
607 y¡76, GLMS 44L5/1, fo. 68v, March 1634.
ó08 ¡6¡¿., fo. 93.
609 'J¡¡:s¡¡¿tion of Irregularities by London Clergy' , PRO SP 161371139.
610 ibid., St Anne Blackfriars, another strongly puritan parish was specifically named.
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Where there was resistance to innovation the attitude of the incumbent could be vital in

enforcing compliance. At St Martin Orgar the parishioners were unable to resist the

efforts of Brian Walton to beautify the church, particularly the chancel. They were

incensed not only by the innovations themselves but also by his diversion of parish

funds for that purpose, and by his raising of a commemorative inscription bearing his

own arrns and those of the benefactor whose funds he had also employed.ótt Walton

also forced the removal of pews from the chancel to provide an open passage to the

altar, despite some in the parish seeking a stay of their removal.6l2 However, not all

attempts to challenge innovations were fnritless. According to Richard Newcourt, in

1639 some members of the parish of All Hallows Barking, where Edward Layfield was

the incumbent, took offence at certain images, a cross over the font, and the altarwise

removal of the communion table. They petitioned Bishop Juxon. His Chancellor

Arthur Duck investigated the complaints and ordered certain items taken down, and

others which were deemed more appropriate to be put in their place.6t¡ Juxon's action

in satisfring the appeal of All Hallows Barking is the only such instance to be found.

The reason for doing so is not known. Nor is it known what he ordered to be taken

down. It is only certain that he made no concessions on the position of the communion

table. As for the rest, the whole process of beautification was subordinate to the

primacy of the communion table. So there may have been room for concessions over

certain images and crosses without any corresponding violation of English A¡minian

principles. But as is suggested by the items mentioned in Newcourt's report it was

probably the unavoidable association of these images and crosses with the communion

table that lead to their being criticised. After all, the parish had shown that they were

prepared to undertake considerable costly repairs and restoration oftheir parish church

óll , London 1641, p. 8 &
9. Walton had the inscription set up on the east window over the alüar
612 ibid., p. ll.
613 Newcourt,I.24L
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under Edward Abbot the previous incumbent. On this point it would appear that it

was not the renovation or beautification that was objected to, but its overtly catholic

character.

Communion table innovation was the most visible and emotive intrusion of English

Arminianism into the parishes of London and Middlesex. Not only was it highty visible

but it stood for a particular view of the church, faith and the individual that many

regarded as being at odds with received opinion that had developed since the

reformation. The evidence dealing with communion table reform in London is mostly

derived from churchwarden's accounts for approximately one quarter of the total

number of London parishes. In addition there are a smaller number of cases which

arise in the context of enforcement for non-compliance and in articles exhibited against

clergy after 1640. The reliance on accounts rather than vestry minute books is

unavoidable, but poses a number of problems that should be mentioned. The first of

these is that the churchwarden's accounts are the least expansive of all of the classes of

parish documents relevant to this study; consequently the instances cited here should

be regarded as a minimum base only. Having searched the extant parochial records for

London, it is difücult to avoid the impression that an even greater number of examples

are buried beneath the surface ofabbreviated account entries such as'paid to thejoiner

as per bill'. Secondly, even in those parishes where it can be established that some

modification was made to the communion table, the brevity of account entries often

means that much of the significance of the event is lost. Such examples leave

unans\ryered a number of important questions such as the precise form of the

innovation, whether it involved the railing of the table and also its relocation from a

free standing position in the middle of the chancel to the east end of the chancel, the

provenance of the decision, and the attitude of the parish. However, the sample that

remains, together with evidence from other sources, does establish a useful basis from
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accounts are for 'rarling in' the communion table.6l8 In a few cases there is mention of

more than one type of rail, presumably one going about the table and one enclosing it.

The second phase of innovation involves the relocation of the table on a north-south

axis against the east wall of the chancel, altarwise. Both of these changes are

illustrated in a number of parishes, with the railing of the table preceding its relocation.

For this reason it cannot be assumed that the railing of the table automatically involved

its relocation to an altarwise position. In general, it would appear that the authorities

in London were only concerned with the railing of the table up until the metropolitical

visitation in 1637. After that, the concerns of diocesan authorities appear to shift

emphasis and extend to the altarwise relocation of the table.

The earliest example of railing the communion table is probably from the parish of St.

Gles Cripplegate, where the churchwardens and parishioners petitioned Parliament

during the 1640s in favour of their communion table and rails on the grounds that they

were not recent innovations but 80 years old.6le The implied date may or may not be

correct, Lancelot Andrewes was the incumbent from 1588-1605 and might be

reasonably expected to have encouraged such a reform.620 This example may reflect a

willingness on the part of some to embrace a form of worship in which the sacraments

held a more central place. However, the apparent isolation in which it occurred

suggests that early reforms had little to do with the systematic and institutional

enforcement that was characteristic of innovation in the 1630s.

More generally there were some efforts during the episcopacy of Richard Bancroft,

L597-L604, to improve the interior condition of the churches in London.62l Yet,

618 çr¡r4, GLMS 942lt,fo. L4B
619 ¡on Argent'Thesis' p. LL2.
620 Hennessy, p. L12.
62r y6¡q, vol. I, p. 324-25.
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whatever impact these measures may have had was overshadowed by the

implementation of the altar-wise table under Laud. From relatively early in his career

Laud demonstrated his interpretation of the Elizabethan injunctions as requiring the

that communion tables should be placed'at the upper end of the choir, north and south

or altarwiss'.622 ÍIe had instituted the altarwise table as Dean of Gloucester and there

is ample evidence that this remained his mature determination. In 1635 William Dell

reported to Nathaniel Brent on the Archbishop's wish that Brent pursue the policy in

careful detail and to ensure the removal of existing impediments to the altarwise table:

My lords Grace is informed that at Monkes-Illish in Suffolk there is a

monument placed just at the East end of the church, where the Communion

Table or Altar should stand; And therefore his Grace wills you, not

withstanding that you are now past it, to take order that it either be removed or

demolished. And that you be very careful to do the like in all churches

elsewhere you find the same abuse.623

This same principle was actively pursued in London where pews, which had been

raised in the chancel, were removed as an affront to the primacy of the communion

table. Laud's views on the superior status of the altarwise table were further stated

without equivocation in his speech at the trial of Prynne, Burton and Bastwiçþ.624

In London, the evidence obtained from parochial and diocesan records indicates that

the enforcement of the altar-wise table occurred from about 1637, To begin with,

622 Anti-Coluinirtr, p. 200-I.
623 t¡yi¡¡¡¿* Dell to Nathaniel Brent,27 April 1635, Tanner MS. C)(L.169
624 Anti-Calvinists, p. 200-1.
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a frame' is no different from that used in a number of earlier visitation ¿6içlss.6ze On

the subject of where the table ought to be sited, Laud's instructions follow the

convention established since Elizabethan times, by allowing the table to stand, more or

less, wherever convenient. This same formula was repeated in visitations at various

levels published throughout the episcopal reigns of Laud and Juxon.62e

By 1637 steps were being taken to enforce the railing of the communion table at both

the metropolitical and diocesan level, although a number of cases exist that predate

enforcement. In his account of the metropolitical visitation in the diocese Nathaniel

Brent advised Laud that he had enforced the railing of the table in Highgate and

þd6en16¡.630 In the Injunctio ad Clerum which prefaces Arthur Duck's record of

Juxon's 1637 visitation, one of the articles to be inquired was that 'the communion

table to be railed'. Throughout the diocese Duck cited about 100 parishes for not

having done so.ó31

The introduction of the railed table into London was, in some respects, a protracted

development. From the evidence available there was a fi.rll decade from the time Laud

was appointed Bishop of London in 1628 until 1638, the fifth year of Juxon's episcopal

reign, when it might been reasonably claimed that the English Arminians had effected

conformity on the issue. During this period from 1630 until the triennial visitation in

L637 the number of parishes found where the communion table had been railed barely

628 See for ins[ance Westfaling's Articles for Hereford, 1586 and Bancroft's Articles for London, 160l
in W, P, M. Kennedy, Elizabethan Episcopal Administration, Vol. III 1583-1603, London, 1924.
629 5." for instance the A¡chdeaconry visitation of London, 1631, and Middlesex, 1634 where the

tcrms are precisely those stated in Lauds 1628 diocesan visitation. Also, Laud's Metropolitical
visitation articles employ largely the same terms except that the phrase 'standing upon a frame' is not

used; Laud, Works. Vol. 5, p. 42L; Articles to be enc¡uired of within the Diocese of London. . . 1637,

sTc 10266.
630 'An Account of the Metropolitical Visitation of the Diocese of London', PRO SP 161351/100

ó31 Diocese of London, Visitation Book, 1637, GLMS/ 953'll ß. See Table 22 for the distribution of
orders dcaling with rails,
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exceeds the number recorded for the period from the last quarter of L637 and until July

1638. The actual distribution derived from parish records is shown below:

Table 20:
. Distribution of Communion Table Railings by Year.

Date Parishes Number
r630
163 I
1632
1633

1634
1635

1636
1637

r638

St Martin in the Fields
Lawrence Jewry, Matthew Friday St
Benet Finke, Mary at Hill, And¡ew Undershaft
Bartholomew Exchange, Botolph Lldgate, Mary Magdalene Milk, AII
Hallows Barking

St Benet Gracechu¡ch, St Martin Orgar, St Vedast Fosterlane.

St Margaret New Fish St, St lvlargaret Pattens

St Michael Cornhill, St George Botolph Lane.

Holy Trinity the Less, Andrew Hubbard, Benet Paul's Wharf, Botolph
Billingsgate, Dionis Backchurch, Michael Wood, Michael Crooked Lane,
Mary Aldermary. Martin Outwich. Thomas the Aoostle.

I
)
J

4

J

2
)
10

The critical factor in this configuration was undoubtedly the metropolitical visitation in

1637632 and the diocesan visitation in the summer of 1637, but it should be stressed.

that these figures are based upon the more or less random survival of parochial

records. However, in so far as the results tabled above suggest that the railing of the

communion table was far from complete at the time of the visitation they do have some

measure of support from other sources. In late June of 1636 Robert Aylett, who had

made efforts to enforce the railing and proper use of the communion table in the Essex

deanery of Rockford, complained to the Dean of Arches that he was experiencing a

good deal of opposition 'because they [the parishioners] see no such thing, they say, in

the churches in London.,.'.ó33 These observations are again confirmed in the

assessment of the London churches made for Juxon following the visitation.634 In

comparative terms the pace of alteration in the period before the visitation is not only

slow, but is less obviously the product of a single cause such as a visitation. A number

ó32 The visitation of the Southern Province occurred over four years from 1634 with London the last

diocese to bc visited.
ó33 pRo sP t6/327'187.
634 ppg sP t6t3it/39 fo. 68.
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of these examples can be traced to ecclesiastical causes, others have no obvious link,

while there are at least two cases where attempts to rail the table either failed or were

subverted. The main details of the parishes where the table was railed before 1637 are

set out below:

Table 21:
Communion Table Railings before 163763s

Year Parish Minister Patron

1630

163 I

t632

t633

1635

1636

lvfartin in 6" ¡"¡¿636

Lawrence lew\Ñ37
lvfatthew Friday $¡638

Andrew Undershaft639

Benet Finke6ao

Mary at 1¡¡11641

All tlallows Barktn{a
Bartholomew Exchange643

Botolph Aldgate6aa

Mary Magdalene Milk St6a5

Benct Gracec¡ut.¡64ó
Martin Orgaéaj
Vedast Fosterlane64S

Margaret New Fish St6ae

lvfarsaret Pattens65o

Thomas Mounford
William Boswell

Henry Burton
HenryMason

Vacant ?

John Tapsell

Edwa¡d Abbot

John Grant

Thomas Swadlin
James Speight

John Donne

Brian Walton

James Batty
Thomas Wood

Samuel Baker

Bp oflondon
Balliol College, Ox

Bp oflondon
Bp oflondon
D&C Windsor
Will. R¿vensere

Abp of Canterbury

Rex

Impropriation

D&C of St Paul's

D&C of St Paul's

D&C of St Paul's

Abp of Canterbury

Bp oflondon
Lord Mayor

ó35 1¡¡s table lists all of the parishes where the issue of the railing of the communion table was

mentioned in the parochial records. It does not mean to suggest that all of these parishes actually went
ahead with the proposal or that it was done according to the spirit of the innovation. In the parishes of
St Mary ât Hill and St Matthew Friday St this was not the case.
636 gt¡94, Victoria Library MS F3.
ó37 Y¡,6, l0 January 1631, GLMS 6s9/1.
638 vN/ß, GLMS 3579.
63e 5¡6*, p.824.'
640 cwA, 1632, GLMS l3o3/1.
64r y¡ç,6, GLMS tZ4}lI.
ó42 VIÆ, fos.25v &.26.
643 91y4, 7 February 1634, GLMS 43s3/1.
644 61ry4, 1633, cLMs 923s/2.
ó45 Stou/, p. 854.
óaó gyy4, 1635, GLMS 1568/I.
647 cvti/A, 1635, GLMS 959/1.
6a8 pRO Sp t6l308/24
64e 'p¿ for work about the communion table ls 6d' CWA, 1636, GLMS LL'7611.
650 'po¡¿ ... for altering the rails about the communion table' 9s 2d & 6s 2d.
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There are few consistent details that point to a single responsible authority for these

changes. Rather they suggest a number of dif|erent though related interests at work.

These include the Dean and Chapter of St Paul's which is over-represented as a patron

of these livings and the individual initiatives of men such as Thomas Mountford, Brian

Walton, Thomas Swadlin, Samuel Baker, James Batty and Henry Mason. Some of the

decisions to rail the communion table were also referred to, or took their direction

from, Laud and Juxon. However there is no hint that Laud, Juxon or any other English

Arminian element was aiming at comprehensive changes during this period. The

impression overall is that before the visitation they v/ere, for whatever reason, unable

or unwilling to enforce innovation on a large scale. Certainly, there was change and a

number of parishes did alter their communion furniture but this change moved at an

uncertain pace.ó51

Among the 14 clergy listed in Table 2l there were four English Arminians - Samuel

Baker, Henry Mason, Thomas Swadlin, and Brian Walton. At St Andrew Undershaft

where Mason had been rector since 1613 the addition of 'a communion table with a

very fair frame about it' was made during the course of other major changes which

took place between 1627 and 7633.6s2 The accounts of St Martin Orgar where Walton

had been rector since 1628 show a payment of f 10 for a communion table with rails in

1635,6s3 and at St Botolph Aldgate, which Swadlin had held since 1628, the total

charge of f,9.05. was recorded in 1633 for railing the communion table and unspecified

work abou¡ i¡' .65a Ail three of these might reasonably be expected to have acted as

initiators of change in their own parishes. Thomas Mountford, John Tapsell and James

651 In general it would appear that Juxon's progress on this issue was neither inordinately rapid or

slow. In Bath and Wells Piers inquired in 1634, but by 1636 only 140 of 469 parishes had railed their
tables. Montague did not inquire until 1638. Anti-Calvinists, p.2034.
652 These included some changes already mentioned such as raising of the chancel, new pews, a black

alabaster font, a clock, 'a faire wainscot press full of good books', Stow, 1633, p. 824.
ó53 5¡ ¡4¿¡11¡ Orgar, CWA, GLMS 959/1.
65a StBotolph Aldgate, CwA, 1568-1691, GLMS 923512.
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Batty should, in all likelihood, also be considered initiators of innovation, although the

details of their lives and views are not adequate enough to support unequivocally the

view that they were English A¡minians.

At St Martins in the Fields Thomas Mountford, also holder of prebendary stalls at St

Paul's and Westminster Abbey, appears to have been instrumental in effecting the

railing of the communion table in 1630. The subject was first raised in December 1626

when a vestryman was appointed to survey the area between the communion table and

the chancel seats to certify that it was suitable for 'a frame or pillars' to be raised.655

Apparently nothing came of this and three years later in November 1629 it was entered

into the minute book that certain parish committees had been ordered to 'consider of

the making of a frame about the communion table & of the convenience in and charge

thereof and the same to certifr to Mr Dr Mountford for his further approbation and

direction 1þg¡si¡'.6s6 Finally, an account entry appears in March 1630 for '106 foot of

black marble and paving under the communion table' and for ten yards and two foot of

rayles and ballisters (being french terms) set up about the communio¡ 1¿þ1s...0s7 This

latter entry came almost four years after the proposal had been originally discussed, but

only some few months after the matter was referred to Mountford.

John Tapsell's parish of St Mary at Hill is one example which appears to indicate not

only clerical but also diocesan initiative. The issue of the communion table and its

alteration arose in the middle of a bitter dispute between Tapsell and the vestry.

Ostensibly the dispute was over the appropriate use of parish stock, but in fact it

concerned the right of the parishioners to appoint lecturers of their own choice free of

655 5¡ ¡rt¿¡¡ins in the Fields, VMB, Victoria Library MS F2002, fo. 45

656 51¡4¿¡1¡¡s in the Fields, MvfB, Victoria Library MS F2002, fo. 87

657 5¡. ¡4¿¡1¡ns in the fields, CWA, Victoria Library MS. F3.
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Tapsell's veto. Although it was formally settled by a Privy-Council appointed

commission, relations between the parson and the parish were irrevocably damaged by

this dispute. Tapsell never put his name to the copy of the settlement reached by the

appointed commission and written into the vestry minute book. Moreover, he seems

to have made every effort to frustrate the workings of the parish vestry by not

attending meetings. On the 6th June 1632 a plea, one of many, was made for Tapsell

to attend and 'to proceed in making up defects about the church and to fulfil [it] as

Doctor Duck q¡ds¡sd'.658 Just what the orders of the diocesan chancellor were

concerning 'defects about the church' is not stated, but if they concerned the railing of

the communion table then this would have coincided with Tapsell's own wishes as

understood by his vestry. Only a few weeks after the last record of his failure to

appear at vestry meetings, the minutes record with a hint of satisfaction that he 'refused

absolutely to come into the vestry by which means we could conclude nothing about

the communion table which he desired to be altered, but as for our other business we

proceeded in our meeting ¿s fsllerù/s1þ'.6se There is no further evidence that Tapsell's

plan to alter the table actually involved direction from Arthur Duck. V/hile the

coincidence is suggestive there is no record of any change being made to the

communion table until after Tapsell's death in L637. If Tapsell's initiative had the

support of the diocesan authorities then it was not backed by any sort of commitment

to enforce the change and the subject of the communion table remained a dead issue

until November 1637 when the newly installed parson Samuel Baker presided over a

meeting of the vestry which agreed to purchase new communion plate and a 'faire

carpet' for the table.660

658 5¡ ¡4oO at Hill, VlvfB 1609-1752, GLMS 124011,6 June 1632, fo. 28v
6se ¡5¡¿., I August 1632, ro.29
660 i6¡¿., 7 November 1637, fo. 36v.
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In 1635 the apparent disorder in the parish of St Vedast led the rector, James Batty, to

petition William Laud, who was also patron of the living, for an order for railing the

communion table. In his petition Batty described the situation at St Vedast as one

where:

there have been and still are many disorders and undecencies to his lBatty's]

great gnef among the parishioners of the said parish in their manner of

receiving of the blessed sacrament of the Lords Supper for want of a frame of

wood commonly called a rail about the communion table to which they might

come kneeling in most humble manner to receive of the most blessed sacrament

according to the pious and religious canons of the church of England in that

behalf.66l

What Batty's interest was in so addressing Laud is uncertain. His links to Laud and

other English A¡minians are unclear. He attended Oriel College, Oxford and was

granted a BD in 1629, though he had been incumbent of St. Vedast since 1618

through the patronage of George Abbot. If he was not an English Arminian it may

have been that he was merely seeking to ingratiate himself with Laud. In any case it is

an interesting commentary on the spread of innovation at this time, that a relatively

unknown clergyman should petition for authority to establish a rail about the

communion table. Does it suggest a certain reluctance on the part of the authorities to

enforcing innovation at this time? Unfortunately, Laud's response is not known, but St

Vedast was not cited for any irregularities in the visitation held in 1637.

66 I rp.1i1¡s. of Jarnes Batty Rector of St Vedast Foster Lane to A¡chbishop Laud' PRO SP L61308124.
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communicants might come to the table and receive the holy sacrament

kneeling.óoo

The decision to adopt Jones' proposal was neither overwhelmingly embraced or

rejected by the parish. The vestry minute book simply records that 'some thought it

good and fitt that such a frame should be made and others were again5l i1'.6ó7 A vestry

committee of twelve men was ordered to investigate the proposal further, including

'the convenience of the place where the communion table stands', although it does not

specify whether that is in the body of the church or in the chancel. The findings of this

committee were never recorded or possibly never reported, but the proposed

alterations did go ahead. The costs incurred appear in the accounts throughout

February, March, and April of 1633. The first and last of these entries are for the

actual costs of the work involved in the alterations; f,15 for the making of the frame

about the communion table and a small sum for kneelers. The second entry records a

small payment of 2s 9d made to Mr Dawson, registrar of the Archdeacon's court, it

also states that the charge was paid for'the drawing out the court for the setting up the

frame about the commu¡ie¡ ¡¿þ1st.668 Unfortunately there is nothing in the extant

records of the Archdeacon of London to illuminate this entry. It may be an

administrative charge of some sort, but it is the only record of such a payment found

among the extant parish records. However, the fact that it involved the A¡chdeacons

Court points to a level of diocesan interest in the alteration of the communion ¿¿þls.66e

666 5¡ g¿¡1¡qlomew Exchange, VMB, GLMS 438411p. 44l.
607 i5¡¿.
6ó8 5¡. Bartholomew Exchange, CWA, GLMS 4383/1, 4 March 1633134, p. 350.
669 ¡¡sm later parish records it appears that the communion table at St Bartholomew was railed
within the chancel. On 26 February L642 a decision was taken that 'the rayles in the chancell should

be rnade into pewes and the chancell should bc madc wider' VMB, GLMS 43841L p. 564.
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The idea of railing the communion table was under discussion by the vestry of St

Matthew Friday Street during 1631 when the parish was under the care of Henry

Burton. On 2l February it was agreed by the vestry that the sum of f30.00 should be

spent on, among other things 'repayring & adorning of the church, & pewes in the

chancel & a frame for the communion table & a head for the pulpit & removing the

fen1.670 No details of the origin of this decision are available. However, if it began

with the diocesan authorities then at the very least this response is equivocal, if not

actually defiant. Not only is the addition of the rail matched by the addition of a hood

to the pulpit, but the concept of the beauty of holiness which is enshrined in the railed

table is lost by the establishment of pews in the chancel, an innovation no less

abhorrent to the English Arminians than the railed table was to puritans.

The evidence that has emerged so far shows a series of changes in the London parishes

which might best be described as opportunistic. In general they are restricted to those

parishes which were to some degree dominated by English Arminian clergy or patrons.

There is also a tentativeness about these examples, which is evident in both the lenghy

time-span over which they occurred and the lack of evidence of any coercive

instrument for the enforcement of change. But with the triennial episcopal visitation of

September 1ó37 this pattern changes; in the space of only eight months at the most,

there is evidence for the railing-in of communion tables in 14 parishes out of the total

sample of 29 throughout London.67l It is true that this total is actually less than the

examples that can be dated prior to the visitation. However, the critical issue is not

simply the totals themselves, but also the rate of change they imply. For of all the

670 5¡ ¡4o1¡6ew Friday St., vlvß 1576-1743, GLMS 3519, p. 49.
671 Thc parishes railed in 1637 or early in 1638 are largely known from account records which merely
show a sum spent for railing the tablc. Thc parishes which fall into this group were: Holy Trinity the
Less, GLMS 483511; Andrew Hubbard, GLMS 127913; St Benet Paul's Wharf, VCH Vol. L, p.325
Botolph Billingsgate, GLMS 9421I;Díonis Backchurch, GLMS 4215/\ George Botolph, VCH Vol. l,
p.325; Michael Cornhill GLMS 4O'7lll, Michael Wood Street, GLMS 524ll; Michael Crooked Lane,
GLMS ll88/l;Mary Aldermary, GLMS 6574; Martin Outwich, GLMS L394/l; Thomas the Apostle
GLMS 662/1.
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Table22:
Parishes ordered to rail communion tables 1637

Archdeaconry Deanery Number of
p¿¡5¡gró76

Parishes ordered to

rail the ¡nt61"677

COLCHESTER

ESSEX

Loì.rDON (City)
MIDDLESEX

ST. ALBANS
Totals

Colchester
Lexden
Newport
Sam ford
Tendring
Witham
Barking
Barstable
Chafford
Chelmsford
Dengy
Ongar
Rochford

Braughing
Dunmowe
Harlowe
Hedingham
Middlesex
(County)

L6

46
)7

25

36

24

t5
38

l5
28

22

24

24
108

3l
26

n
43

69

29

6s2

J

II
3

)
8

0

I
22

7

9
')

6

8

I
2

4

0

10

I

I
l0l

The most obvious areas where the figures concerned with the visitation are open to

question is in connection with the returns for London and Middlesex. Indeed it almost

seems as if these details are missing. The visitation record shows. that in all of

Middlesex only the parish of Enfreld had been ordered to certiff that their table had

been railed in.678 In London, a solitary order was recorded against St John V/albrook

stated that 'the communion table is not railed, and there is a pewe ¿þeys i1.67e

67ó T¡s totats offered here are simply those tallied from Newcourt they include not only rectories and
vicarages but also daughter chapels pluralities and vacant livings where they existed
677 This figure is taken directly from the 1637 visitation record (GLMS/9537/15) it includes all of
those parishes which were ordered to rail their communion table and a very few who were ordered to
correct defective or derailed tables.
o7t 6¡¡v1g79 s3i t 15 ro. 46.
67e GLMS/9 53i/ts fo. 63v.
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It is fitt the daughters should be like their mother, the parochial church should

be like the cathedral churches that so there may be an uniformity in this respect

in every church.6e2

Whatever the relative merits of the respective arguments it was by recourse to power

that the issue of the altar-wise table was eventually settled. In November 1633 King

Charles intervened with an order in council in favour of the Dean and Chapter which

also gave the right of determination to the Ordinary in every diocese. In effect this

opened up parochial churches wherever they were ruled by English Arminian bishops

to the most profound alterations of their interior that had occurred since the

establishment of the Elizabethan church.

Even with the backing of royal authority the progress of the altar-wise table was far

from a uniform affair nor was its success a foregone conclusion. Within some dioceses

enforcement was prompt; Piers of Bath and Wells prepared his justification for the

alteration just four months after the St Gregory's decision, but by early in 1636 he had

only a 300lo success rate.6e3 In Peterborough Francis Dee wrote the innovation into his

1634 visitation articles, but no major drive for enforcement was made until the middle

of 1637.6e4 Similar patterns are evident in a number of other areas.6e5 Following the

triennial visitation in 7637 Arthur Duck reported to Juxon that:

There are many Communion Tables in several churches of the City of London

that are not railed in, & that some of them are placed in the middle of the

óe2 ¡p¡45 943 p.475.
6e3 Anti-Calvinists p. 204.
6e4 ibid.
6e5 Anti-Calvinists p. 203-209
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midst of the chancel compassed in on all sides with a very fair rail, and to set it

and mount it up under the east windows in the form of an altar.6e8

The situation then fell into a stalemate with the churchwarden demanding to see some

sort of warrant authorising the deed. Walton and his companions claimed to have the

document but refused to show it to Gore. The account goes on to outline the action

which saw the railed table in St Martin Orgar transformed into an altar:

then came Dr Warner to the table in a riotous way, and calling to the rest to

help him, they together took hold of the table and lifted it over the rails and

carried it and placed it under the east window.6ee

To settle the matter Walton then proceeded to threaten Gore with the high commission

if the table was removed from its new site.

In comparison to St Martin Orgar the remaining examples of the table being

transformed into an altar are mundane. At St Benet Gracechurch, William Quelch was

appointed minister by Laud in L637. The communion table had been framed prior to

Quelch's appointment.Tm Once installed Quelch quickly set about working to

introduce full English Arminian ceremonial, like Walton and Warner he too appears to

have acted with a total lack of awareness for the sensitivities of his parishioners. He

threatened his parish clerk with suspension for not bowing at the name of Jesus,

698 5¡ ¡4r1in Orgar, Petition asainst Dr Walton. . . , 164l
6ee ibid,
7oo 9ry6 1635, cLMs 1568/1.
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arguing that 'he never knew any writ against it but one wretched man Pryms'.zot

When confronted with opposition over the altar-wise table issue he informed the parish

that. .. 'he was put into that living by the Archbishop of Canterbury and afterward

said that he who put him in told him he put him in to bring in those things peaceably

and therefore they should not think much if he urged ¿þsmt.702 At All Hallows

Lombard the removal of the communion table is almost lost in the brevþ of the entry

in the churchwardens accounts which reads: 'Pd and spent when we \ryere sent for

about the removal of the communion table...3s 6dt.703 At St Olave Jewry the table was

transferred altar-wise in June 1638 by an order from Arthur Duck under the authority

of William Juxon. The copy of the order entered into the vestry minute book reads:

the communion table to be railed about with a kneeler or in such decent

manner as that the minister may stand within the rail & administer the holy

communion there to the parishioners kneeling about the said rails and that yee

take down such pewes or seats as are about the communion and place the

communion table close to the walls at the upper end of the chancel of the said

parish çf¡¡¡sþ.704

Such a comprehensive order which deals with the railing of the table as well as its

position highlights again some of the inadequacies of the actual record of 1637

triennial visitation for it seems likely that the problems at St Olave Jewry were detected

in the course of the visitation but clearly were not entered into the record.

701' The Humble pctition of divers of the parishioners of St Bcnet Gracechurch in London', House of
Lords Main Papcrs, 23 December, 1641.
702 ¡6¡¿.
703 All Hallows Lombard, CWA 1638, GLMS 4O49lL
704 5¡ 91"u. Jewry VMB, GLMS 44l5ll,13 June 1638.
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The last parish from which there is any material dealing with the altar-wise table issue

is All Hallows Barking, the parish where Laud was eventually to be buried. The patron

of the parish was the Archbishop of Canterbury and like St Martin Orgar there were

clearly two alterations made to the communion table. The first of these involved the

railing of the table; this occurred during the incumbency of Edward Abbot at some

time around 1633. The second belongs to some time in August 1638 when according

to the vestry minute book an order was received for the removal of the table to the east

end ofthe chancel:

Whereas this day the 6th of August 1638 it was agreed by the vestry that the

communion table should be sett up to the upper end of the chancel and the

table should be raised on a step according to an order whose copy is here

underwritten.To5

Unfortunately the order was never written so that the precise terms are lost. But when

the innovation was later charged against the then minister Edward Layfield the parish

or a section thereofrallied to his defenceT06 and declared that:

the communion table was placed as it now standeth by special command from

the ordinary in writing sent to the Churchwardens.ToT

705 ¡¡¡ Hallows Barking, Mr4B, fo. 20..
706 ¡ot¡.¡¿'s supporters were made up of the Churchwardens, and Vestrymen past and present. A
to¡zl of22 signatures were appended to the petition in defence ofhis conduct and orthodoxy.
707 All Hallows Barking, VMB,.
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The extent to which orders like this were issued to the parishes of London is probably

beyond assessment. There are only a handful of parishes where there is any descriptive

material dealing with repositioning of the communion table in the chancel. The

chronology of the examples cited above does suggest strongly that Laud's

metropolitical visitation, which passed through the diocese in February and March

1637, may have been significant as a trigger for the diocesan authorities to act. With

the exception of the rather special case of St Gregory's all of the remaining examples

should be viewed in the context of this event. The report of Laud's Vicar-General on

the visitation makes it clear that the position of the communion table was certainly a

subject of scrutiny by the provincial authorities. On 10th March Brent, acting on

intelligence received from Laud, noted that in the Middlesex chapel of Highgate the

table had been already been moved and railed in advance of his inquiry. At Edmonton,

also in Middlesex, Brent reported:

a faire monument is set at the upper end of the chancel which I have ordered

to be taken down without delay and the communion table to be set in the place

of it, with a comely ¡¿ils ¿þsu¡ i1.708

If Brent, as Laud's agent, showed such an obvious concern with the position of the

communion table, then it is probably no coincidence that in the very same month

Walton could act with such force in altering the position of the railed table in St Martin

Orgar and diocesan orders for relocation of the table appeared from 1638.

708 '4t Account of the Metropotitical Visitation of the Diocese of London', PRO SP 161351/100.
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A further problem facing any consideration of the response to ceremonial reform is the

limited records through which the reaction towards the innovations can þs sludisd.Ttó

In considering the response to reforms a distinction needs to be kept in mind between

the enforcement of canonical and non-canonical discipline. Throughout the early

seventeenth century there rvas a general inclination towards formal religious

observance. Strict sabbatarianism was waning and 'between 1603 and 1640 a great

and general increase took place not only in the number of celebrations of Holy

Communion held during the year, but even more in the number of those who

communicatedt.TrT More recently J. P. Bolton has demonstrated that even in relatively

large populous parishes an efücient and comprehensive administration of communion

could be operated that ensured a very high degree of formal observance.Tls Although,

the existence of effective administration does not necessarily imply a greater depth of

piety since the reasons for these mechanisms was to organise the collection of

communion dues and to manage the distribution of communion in circumstances where

not all the parish could gather at once in the parish church.Tle

Enforcement during Laud's term as Bishop and into the mid-1630s was to a large

extent concerned with conformity to the Canons of 1604. Clergy were required to

wear the surplice, use the sign of the cross at baptism, and subscribe to the Articles of

Religion. Beyond these requirements clergy were occasionally articled against for

716 1¡.r. are only isolated surviv¿rls for some of the most valuable classes of records such as Church
wardens presentments GLMS/9583, The Vicar-General's Books are largely probate material.
717 VcH. Vol. l, p. 359. See Appendix G.
718 ¡. p. Boulton, 'The Limits of Formal Religion: The Administration of Holy Communion in the late

Elizabethan and Early Stuart England', London Journal, 10, 2, 1984.
7le ibid., p, 143, 146.
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found Bishop Laud to be full of 'patient forebearing' when dealing with non-

conformity.Tz:

There were some early suspensions of clergy during Laud's bishopric that reflected

concern over canonical conformity. Henry Burton was the only parish minister among

¡11sff1.724 The others were curates. James Nalton, curate of St Mary Colechurch, was

suspended in July 1629 for refusing to use the sign of the cross at baptism while

ofüciating on behalf of John Davenport at St. Stephen's Coleman Street.725 Abraham

Grimes, of St Catherine Cree, was suspended for asking why the name of 'Jesus'

should have more reverence than'Chris¡'.726 þli¿5 Crabtree of St Lawrence Pountney

was articled against in the High Commission and sent to Laud as a person

schismatically affects¿.tzt While the action taken against these men demonstrates on

the surface a concern for canonical conformity, it also shows a distinct break with

earlier ofücial tolerance towards non-conformity for the sake of the alliance against

Roman Catholicism; more so because it was undertaken along with efforts to curtail

predestinarian preaching.

In 1635 several clergy including John Stoughton and John Goodwin were convented

for breach of the Canons of the Church in sermons or practice s¡ þ6¡þ.728 However, in

the preamble to his report of the L637 metropolitical visitation, Nathaniel Brent painted

a picture of relative harmony when he stated that:

723 B.¡nn Burch, 'The Parish of St Anne's Blackfriars, London to L665,..., p. 29.
124 Laud, Episcopal Register, GLMS 9531/I5, fo. 2l 18 June 29.
725 PRo sP t6lr47/67, r6ltsv9l.
726 Laud, Episcopal Register, GLMS 9531/15, fo. 2lv, 22,20 December 1630.
727 6¡¡45 965'7 /l'Sundry Papers'. Laud, Episcopal Register, GLMS 9531/15, fo. 26.
728 LPMS 943, p.267.
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The ministers are generally conformable to their habit only two or three very

young men and about as many poor curates were faulty in their kind. They are

now canonically admonished, and have promised a serious and a sudden

¡sform¿1i9¡.72e

In London and Middlesex Josias Symons, John Goodwin and Adoniram Byfield were

reported by Brent for not wearing the surplice and for rejecting the legality of bowing

at the name of Jesus. On the first point they were admonished and for the second were

ordered to appear before Thomas Worral and Juxon's chaplains to profess their

obedience or else face suspension.T30 Richard Cowdall of St Mary Colechurch and

Andrew Janeway were reported for omitting part of the Service and reading in a

cloak.73l Matthew Rendall of Teddington was interviewed by Brent on account of his

excessively long Sunday afternoon sermons, despite having been admonished by Arthur

Duck.732 Nathaniel Brent informed Laud that Rendall 'now sees and acknowledges his

fault. Rendall sought a canonical admonition, but Brent added in his report 'I keep him

in fear 5fill'.733 James Palmer of St Brides Fleet Street was detected not wearing the

surplice and was suspended on suspicion of having been previously admonished.T3a

ArthurDuck's account of the triennial episcopal visitation later that year detected the

same men for largely the same offences.735 In 1637 some 25 London ministers were

summoned before the Chancellor for some nen-conformity.736 George Walker was

imprisoned by the Star Chamber in November 1638 on account of his preaching.737

72e p¡9 sP t6l351/loo,fo.259.
730 ¡6¡¿., fo.263.
73t ¡6¡¿., fo262v,263.
732 pRo sP 339153/t23,35vrc0n62.
733 p¡g sP 35t/Loot26z.
734 ¡6¡¿.
73s pRO SP L6/3'7Ll39. Duck also mentioned John Lawson of All Hatlows Bread Sueet for failure to
âppear, George Walker of St John the Evangelist for praying . . . 'loosely and factiously as for the
co¡rversion of the queen and for a neighbouring minister in persecutio¡r' and Edwa¡d Finch of
Christchurch because of parish lectures maintained by collection.
736¡p¡49 943,p.276.
737 Argent 'Thesis' p. 78.
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Finally, John Stoughton was presented in November 1640 for reading divine service at

St Botolph Aldersgate. 738

Although the total number of actions against clergy are few, it must be pointed out that

these are only the cases that could be established. Even where offences were known to

have been committed or suspected they still had to be proved. Stephen Marshall was

described by Nathaniel Brent as having 'an inconformable heart, but externally he

observeth all'.73e Despite Laud having informed Brent of Marshall's non-conformity

Brent could take no action because of lack of proof 7ao This was not the only case

where the machinery of visitation broke down because of lack of evidence or

testimony.Tal

Another point in relation to the number of prosecutions made by the English Arminians

was that eliminating puritan non-conformity was not their principal goal. English

Arminianism had a positive program for reform of the church and much energy clearly

went into implementing reforms. Acceptance of this prograrnme was always likely to

more successfully achieved by selective enforcement aimed at high profile offenders.

General enforcement would have quickly alienated the wider clergy and laity and

turned non-cooperation to open hostility. As Bishop of London, Laud often took care

to interview non-conformists personally thereby underscoring the value of selective

enforcement. As Archbishop he ensured that his metropolitical visitation paid close

738 4¡"¡¿"u"on of London, Assignation Books 1639-40, GLMS 905912/280.
73e pg6 sP L6t35Ltz6r.
7a0 ¡r 6¡r report to Laud Brent wrote of Marshall 'I could not prove upon him the ommitting of the

blessed name of Jesus (as is expressed in the paper) nor anything else against the Ceremonies of the

Church', PRO SP L6l35ll26l.
741 g¡sr¡ complained to Laud that he could he could take no action against one minister 'as nobody

was present to testifie' and at Rockford he had questioned a number of clergy for nonconformity
which he could not prove 'many gave me secret information who could not be induced to testifie

anything' PRO SP 1613511262.
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The introduction of the altarwise communion table brought with it some ceremonial

innovations that were in addiiion to the requirements of canonical observance. The

most significant of these in terms of behavioural changes was reception of communion

while kneeling at the rails. In general, apart from a few exceptional parishes,

communicants seem to have accepted practices such as kneeling at communion in pews

or even in chancel, but the requirement to kneel at rail of the altar was clearly

unacceptable to many both for its implicit theology and for its association with Roman

Catholicism. Although even on this point there was some degree of acceptance. At

All Hallows Barking the churchwardens indicated, in a petition in support of Edward

Layfield and against a section of the parish who objected to the practice, that 'the

communicants have ever been accustomed to come to the rail and there receive the

holy sacrament kneeling. The minister never known to goe forth of the rail and carry

the blessed sacrament into pewes.'7s2 According to A Complaint to the House of

Commons made by free Protestant subjects of the Cities of London and Westminster

troubles in the Church began:

under the fair pretence of orderly service of God by railing in the

Communion Table, providing church ornaments and the like, (which we are

so farre from condemning, that we should have had cause to thanke them if

they had staied there) for we wel approve of harmlesse & inoffensive

Ceremonies, and decent form of God's worship & Service) but what with

their new Christening our communion tables to make them Altars, setting

them Altarwise at the Upper end of the Chancell, advancing them upon steps

in some places, changing them from wood to stone, setting up crucifixes,

and then bowing & cringing and the bold sermons for auricular confession;

freewill, merit, real presence in the Papisticall sense and such other stuffe;

we could not well tell where they would ¡s5¡.753

752 '1¡s Humble Petition of the Vestrymen and chief inhabitants ...', All Hallows Barking, VIvfB
753 A Comolaint to the House of Commons, Oxford, 1642, p.5.
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for a systematic analysis of court proceedings relating to the enforcement of

ceremonial reform.7l6 Clearly, some individuals ceased to attend their parish church

while in a few cases it appears that whole parishes sought to subvert the introduction

of reforms. For these the implications of the ceremonial reforms introduced by the

English A¡minians broke the peace of the church that had existed under prelates such

as John King and George Abbot. It would appear that many others who could

sympathise with the broad aims of order and decency were offended by the direction of

changes that they were witness to, by the end of the decade they too were in

opposition to the English Arminians.

776 Appendix H provictes an account of data gathered from the Archdeacon of London's Assignation

Books for 1636, 1639 and 1640.
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f50.801 Brough maintained a regulatory interest in the lectures so that lecturers were

appointed 'on the good report and commendation of Mr Brough'.802

Circumstances in certain parishes also created the opportunity for vestries to seek to

elect their own clergy by assuming or acquiring the right of patronage. In 1637 the

vestry of St Mary at Hill rejected the claim of Sir Ralph Freeman to be patron.8o3

Following the disastrous incumbency of John Tapsell the patronage of the parish

appears to have devolved to elements of the parish vestry from i637 onwards,

although there is no notice of the parish purchasing the advowson. When Samuel

Baker informed the vestry that his dispensation for holding St Mary at Hill with South

Weald, Essex had been ruled invalid in point of law his request that the feoffees confer

the rectory of St Mary's on him a second time was agreed unanimously.so4

The fact that the vestry of St Mary's re-appointed such a prominent English A¡minian

who had overseen the imposition of a ceremonial discipline in the parish is noteworthy.

For, in general, impropriate livings, particularly where the parish itself had purchased

the advowson, seem more usually to have resulted in the 'election' of clergy who were

hostile to the discipline of the church. Examples of this are almost commonplace. In

1590 the parishioners of St Stephen Coleman Street purchased the advowson for their

parish from the Crown. While the immediate impact does not seem to have been

dramatic it did lead to the parish becoming a centre of puritan activity in the 1620s and

1630s when the vestry elected first John Davenport and then John Goodwin.8os In the

80r St Michael Cornhill, VlvfB, GLMS 4o7lll,3l October 1631, fo 150.
802 ibid., fo. 158.
803 St Mary at Hill, VMB 1609-1752, GLMS L24Ol2, June 1637, fo 36. The basis of Freeman's clarm
to be patron of the parish is unknown, but he was one of the committee appointed to try and effect a

reconciliation between the parish vestry and John Tapsell.
80+ ¡g¡¿., fo. 43.
805 Valerie Pearl London and thc Outbrcak of thc Puritan Revolution, D.A. Kirby, 'The Radical's of St

Stcphen's Coleman Strect', op. cit..
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floll¿ni.80s Byfield returned to the parish and was mentioned by Arthur Duck for non-

conformity in 1637.8r0

The puritan parish of St Mary Aldermanbury had certain requirements of its clergy

before confirmation of appointment including minimum preaching duties. In return,

however, the parish offered comparatively large sums for maintenance of elected

clergy. When Edmund Calamy was confirmed as minister in 1639 he was required to

preach three times each week in return for a stipend of Ê 160.811

The administration of parish finances was another area where the interests of clergy

and vestry could come into conflict. The single most important element in the

economic relationships between laity and clergy was tithes; the achievement of an

adequate revenue independent of lay control was of fundamental importance to the

success of English A¡minian reforms. Less elevated struggles over financial regulation

of the church also occurred in connection with the control of parish stock and assets.

At St James Garlickhithe a dispute over parish funds led to the vestry obtaining a

promise from the minister, Edward Marbury, that he would cease to 'meddle in

receiving any of the parish rents...'.8r2 Marbury did not adhere to his promise but

continued to 'meddle' in parish f,rnances; in 1633 the vestry entered a cautionary note

in the Minutes to the eflect that:

80e ¡.¡. Greaves & R. Zaller (eds.) Biosraphical Dictionary of Enelish Radicals in the Seventeenth

Ç94[gfy,, Vol. 2, p. 267-77.
8ro ppg¡5p 161351/loo fo.263.
8 r I $¡ þt¿ry Aldermanbury, VMB 16 I0- 1763, GLMS 357012, 27 May 163 9, fo. 43 .

812 st James Garlickhithe, vMB, GLMS 488'.1,23 February 1630, fo. 37-37v.
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vestry minutes the agreement gave the parishioners free choice to appoint and dismiss

their lecturers without interference from Tapsell. However throughout 1632 and 7633

Tapsell refused to attend the vestry and so subverted the vestry in their desire to have a

lecturer.ElT

The parish of St Martin Orgar was thrust into similarly divisive disputes with their

minister Brian Walton. Prior to Walton's arrival at St Martin's the parish recovered in

the Court of King's Bench several tenements which had been part of a pre-reformation

bequest, lost because the revenue derived from them had been used to fund chantries.

On his arrival Walton began letting leases and taking fines for the tenements for what

were seen as his own purposes. In response some members of the parish sought

redress in Chancery, but failed to obtain an enduring settlement. According to the

articles presented against Walton in 1641, he had subverted the decision made in

Chancery by petitioning Laud for his i¡¡srvs¡¡ie¡.8r8 Both Laud's role and Walton's

intransigence in imposing ceremonial innovation meant that the rift within the parish

was never healed and continued to be argued over a period of three to four years from

entrenched positions. The articles prepared against Walton by his parishioners indicate

that, inthe minds of his critics, Walton's attempt to gain control of parish revenues was

inextricably linked to his ceremonial practice.

The regulation of the potentially destructive influence of vestries was no less important

to the English Arminians than the regulation of rival theological views or the

enforcement of discipline and worship. On a case-by-case basis Laud and Juxon

8r7 5¡ ¡4¿ry ar Hill, VMB 1609-1752, GLMS 124012, fo 2'7-29.
818' The Articles and Charges Proved in Parliament Against Doctor Walton...', London, 1641, pp 5-7.

Walton's interpretation of the dispute is contained in his unpublished reply to The Articles... in the

Tanncr Manuscripts MS 142.22. Laud's inte rvention on behalf of Walton was later charged against

the Archbishop, L:tud, Works. Vol. IV, p.256.
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